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"Of every 100 men:
10 shouldn't even be here...
80 are nothing but targets...
9 are real fighters...
We are lucky to have them...
They the battle make...
Ahh, but the One, One of them is a Warrior
...and he will bring the others back."
- Hericletus, 500 BC
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Christmas Message
Looking over some of the Taekwon-do forums I frequent on occasion, I read some interesting stuff; one
post had someone looking for a school to train at
and a forum poster said “I would also suggest
checking out the Rayner's Lane club. That's Stuarts
club isn't it? The holy grail of TKD clubs” which made
me feel proud (in a non-egotistical sort of
way). Whilst in discussions with some
clubs considering membership to the
newly former Pioneer Tae Kwon Do
Association, an instructor sent me an
email he received from one of his
own instructors and it had a line in it
that said “aligning would be great,
after all, Stuart is seen as a brand
name for TKD” which made me
chuckle.. though I’m still not sure
what he means, all taken in good
humour however.

So, another year has come and gone and 2008 has been
an ‘up and down, good and bad’ year in a way!
On the up/good side we saw Miss Reynolds achieving
her (long overdue) black belt and Mr Avis achieving his
2nd degree; both great accomplishments. Speaking of
gradings, it was also good to see Omid, Abigail, Jonathan and Richard reach senior Kup grades, as well as
Sushil taking the finals step just prior to his black belt
grading.. which should be early next year all going
well, plus of course everybody moving up ranks, especially some of our very young students, as Taekwon-do can be particularly difficult for them. At the
time of writing the December grading hasn’t taken
place, so there may be one to two names to add to
the above list.
Congratulations to Mr Gautam for opening Northwood Taekwon-do and thus making another historical occasion with him being the first student of the Academy
to open and manage their own school. I know the initial period
has been difficult, as it always is, but I’m sure that will all change
in the long term and I am glad he has stuck with it so far.. may it
grow and prosper in the future. Further to that, Miss Reynolds
has run a number of Taekwon-do courses for Youth organisations
that have been extremely well received.

This year one focus of mine has been completing a level 1 Instructors course under the CMAA. I am doing this not because I
don't know how to instruct or because I need another coaching
certificate (I already have my Sports Coach UK qualifications)
but so I can make our own instructors course more in line with
CMAA’s policies (which in turn are in line with the UKCC Government policies - for those that know
about that particular issue from last year)
and other new policies that are coming
in next year. The aim is to offer a accreditation for our students and from
2009 the Academy should be able to
offer not only accredited courses to
those over 16, but also Cadet Leader
courses for 11 to 15 year olds. However,
to save everyone travelling down to
Manchester to do them is the main reason I am doing the level one course,
which means, when the final part is
completed I can run the courses and students can gain the necessary qualifications without the long journeys! More details next year!

Of course, well done to Mr Patel; not
only did he have a decent part in the
TV series “Skins”, but he has made
his first feature film. “Slumdog Millionaire” has Dev in a starring role
and is even tipped for an Oscar. He
hasn’t been training so much recently
as he’s been travelling around the
world to various film festivals as part
of the publicity drive, so many congratulations on his success.
The year finished with some excellent results at the White Tigers tournament at Northampton, seeing Charlotte Fox win her first ever gold medal and Xiong Chan,
in his first ever tournament, returning with no less than 4 golds!
Everyone else that went did really well too as everyone who entered managed to gain a medal be it another gold, a silver or a
bronze.. so no one came home empty handed and this is a great
testament to the Academy’s standards.

I’ve read a couple of great books this year; Simon O’Neills
“Taeguek Cipher” was a good read (so much so I reviewed for
Combat Magazine), I have read a rare TKD book by Master (and
TKD Pioneer) Kim, Bok Man titled “Practical Taekwon Do:
Defenses Against Weapons” which had some interesting stuff in
For me personally it’s been a decent year, the seminars have been it and was a birthday present from my good friend and fellow
Taekwon-do instructor Yi, Yun Wook. At present I am currently
great and I’ve enjoyed them all immensely. Though I haven’t
competed as much this year I have enjoyed the tournaments, both reading “Karate Masters” by Jose Fraguas, which features indepth interviews with over 20 of the world’s finest karate masters
officiating as well as seeing our students compete. The “Kup”
(as the title suggests), as well as “Budo Secrets” by John Stevens,
DVD series was finally completed and has been well received,
which was great and I did a boon hae (applications) seminar early a small but highly informative book.
in the year which got some fantastic feedback, with the added
bonus of filming it and releasing an applications DVD. I’ve had On the training side of things we have had some good seminars
the usual plethora of articles on Taekwon-do published by Com- and sessions. A good turnout for the Master Lim seminar saw
bat/TKD&KMA magazine (with more to come out) and as a bo- many of the students getting the opportunity to train under an
absolute legend and the opportunity showed that you can have
nus I was interviewed by “Australasian Taekwondo” magazine,
it’s just a shame they didn’t offer to fly me out there :-) , though I many years in the arts and still not have an ego and remain humdid manage to sneak a few pictures of Mr Gautam & Mr Avis in ble. On the down side, other seminars were not so well attended,
Rick Clark, Warren Vice, the LTSI National Training day and
there as well!
the Boon Hae (Applications) seminars all had just a few students
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(the students and parents) directly!

going when many more should have attended and gained from
them, though I guess maybe it’s because it wasn’t on the doorstep like Master Lims seminar.. shame though, as those that didn’t go missed out on some cracking sessions and the opportunity
to add to their TKD arsenal!
2008 was the year myself and some
fellow instructors formed the
‘Pioneer Tae Kwon Do Association’,
a group dedicated to keeping the
martial side of the art alive and
kicking (and sometimes screaming)
as opposed to the watering down
that is now readily apparent in many
of the large organisations and Taekwon-do schools around the world!
The way it has been designed and
managed is a totally new concept
within martial arts associations and
also (we believe) the direction many
of the pioneers of Taekwon-do
would have taken in a less political world, thus its name! It is still
in its infancy and we shall see how it all goes as time goes by!

I spoke of our younger students at the beginning of this message
and in 2009 I will be looking to introduce a buddy system. For
me, Taekwon-do and martial arts has been as much about giving
back as it is about receiving and I am hoping that most, if not all
of you, feel the same. The buddy system will help fellow students
who may be struggling a little or could do with some ‘1 to 1’
input. Basically it means someone more senior will be paired
with a junior grade (either adult or child) and they will help them
out a little each week, one on one. Taking only a few minutes,
but on a regular basis, all students should benefit immensely and
not just those getting the helping hand. Those helping will also
benefit as teaching ensures you examine all you do in the smallest of details and it will allow lower grades, who wouldn’t usually get the opportunity to teach, to try it. Furthermore, at grading
times, you will gain the immeasurable satisfaction of knowing
you helped a fellow student move up the grades. More details
will follow next year, but all adults of 8th kup and above and
some of our more mature junior students will be able to participate as a ‘mentor’ in this, however, it is optional and if you do
not want to be buddied up, please say so now!

From January 2009 the Monday class age limit will rise to 11
years and above and will continue each year towards the target
limit of 13, giving all students of all ages 3 available classes per
week still. However, should another drop-off occur like before
(which was the reason we lowered the age limit in the first place)
then it will cease to change and stay forever as it is! Younger
students are reminded that this is a still a teens & adults class and
those that fool around in it will not be able to come and older
students are reminded that they should attend regularly in order
to keep the class how most like it! However, in the big school
holidays (Easter, Summer etc.) the Monday class will temporarily be open to all ages so everyone still has 3 classes per week
available as the Friday class shuts down out of term time. Also,
Speaking of tournaments, though we have had some decent indi- low turnouts last August & September means this year we will
vidual results, over-all, as a team/Academy, they haven’t been as probably simply host one mixed class on Wednesdays throughout
good as previous years. This is for a number of reasons but the
these months - details will appear in the relevant news letters..
major one is simply that some very good students aren’t entering,
or do so erratically (ie. Attending one but not another). When we I would like to finish this Christmas message with a big thank
enter these events, we do so as a team, so could do with a full
you to everyone who has helped out with the Academy this year;
squad of top competitors every time! This doesn’t belittle our
in particular Mr Avis, along with Mr Gautam and Miss Reynolds,
students who attend who might not be at the top of their game
plus of course Kate; who does lots of organisational stuff as well
just yet, as ‘Overall’ trophies are a numbers game and higher
as being on hand to help out whenever needed, Marek; who has
ranked competitors add more ‘numbers’ to the final tally! In
helped a lot behind the scenes with things, Jonathon for his extra
short, it would be nice to see EVERYONE attend competitions input on items such as the news letters and his massive I-Phone
on a regular basis! It is after all an honour to represent the Acad- for the demo section of a tournament, Sushil and Saphaa for
emy which I hope you’re proud that you’re a member of!
helping out in the juniors class in the latter part of the year and of
course everyone that helped out at events such as ‘Under 1 Sky’
A big issue this year as far as the Academy was concerned was
etc. If I have missed anyone I should have mentioned personally,
the massive price rises that hit us in June, which meant, after
I apologise, but a good few years of getting punches and kicks to
much deliberation and consideration, that we had to adjust all
the head messes with your memory a bit I think!
students training fees to the old Gold level of membership,
though not technically a price rise in the sense that everything
So all that’s left to say is that I hope you all
went up, but one for those on the bronze and silver levels none
have a great Christmas - don’t over indulge,
the less. Fortunately, most were very understanding and supporremember those less fortunate than you and
tive on the matter, hopefully realising that in the end it was bereturn promptly to classes in 2009.. oh, and
yond my control to do anything less. However, even with the
happy new year when it happens! See you
change in training fees, this didn’t eradicate the gap totally, it
on the 5th!
just slimmed it down a bit as only an increase to around £65 or
so would have erased it altogether, so in 2009 I hope all students
Mr S Anslow, IV
will make an effort (perhaps an extra effort) to try and bring in a
Chief Instructor
new student so no more price increases are incurred. January is
Rayners Lane Taekwon-do
a good month to do this and I appreciate everyone who makes a
Academy
special effort in this regard, which in the long term benefits you
On the down side of things, as with most of the seminars not on
home ground, many of the tournaments this year were pretty
poorly attended, although the usual contenders supported them.
A few newbies tried their hand at them also, but many students
didn’t.. which again is a shame as besides the winning/losing
aspects of tournaments, there are many benefits to be gained
from simply competing – increased confidence, adrenaline control and not least finding out how you stand in the grand scheme
of things away from the safety of the dojang! Parents (as always)
these things are down to you – if you don’t go, our juniors can’t
go and thus lose out.
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Student of the Year
Award
2008
Once again it’s time to announce those that have earned this very hard to achieve award,
and with the risk of repeating myself I feel it’s important to outline for newer members
just what an achievement it is to win this award, because its only given out on a yearly
basis and its voted for by both instructors and senior students and everyone see’s
everyone else by their own eyes and what one may see, another may not and vice-versa.
A student can win this award for many reasons, but is unlikely to win it for a single reason as it’s a multitude of different
things that finally enable a voter to make up their mind. Its probably best to think of it like a cake, each individual ingredient goes into the bowl, but how much of each is down to the voter (what & how they perceive things) and this is all
mixed up, baked in the TKD oven (the dojang) for a year and then compared with the other cakes that come out of it –
the one that looks the best, tastes the best, has risen the best, can feed the most people etc. will be chosen!
Not every ingredient for such a cake is known, but I can let you know some of the basics that every SOY cake needs:
Regular training, a strong and consistent effort, a friendly attitude towards others, a hard working attitude towards training, support for the Academy and your fellow student, representation of the Academy, adherence to the tenets of Taekwon-do + more!
Unlike previous years I am not going to mention the contenders and but simply let you know that around 5 adults and 3
juniors received votes! Was one of them you? Maybe!

Senior

Student of the Year
Jonathan Choi, 4th Kup
Jonathan trains very hard. His commitment to training is second to none and this can be seen not just from his regular
attendance but also when he arrives late for class, as what many won’t realise is that on these occasions he has come directly from work, travelling back (often in bad traffic) on a long journey straight to the dojang!
He is proof that good humour and hard training go hand in hand and though not quite as
accomplished as Mr Anslow with the jokes, it’s another natural talent he has that
could become very funny in future years! His commitment to the Academies endeavours is there; this was easily seen when practicing for the demo section of an LTSI
event this year where ideas were thrown about regarding how funny it would be with an
over-sized phone and in a few classes time, without being asked Jonathan had gone home,
made the phone and brought it along with some other items discussed for the demo. Also
his adding to the ‘Tenets’ information published in some of the news letters, where, off his
own back, he researched the Chinese origins of them and sent me the information to publish.
Not quite duplicating the excellent results he gain in his first forays into tournaments in 2007, he has still done well this year earning a couple of golds within his
wins. This and other small knock backs that come via training often put people
off but Jonathan has taken everything in his stride, again with good humour
and I feel he learns via these - as all good students should. Even his travels
to China do not stop his progress as once back he jumps straight back into
training, often superseding the amount of classes others who haven’t been away
have done, in a very short space of time such is his enthusiasm! Other students
find him enjoyable and encouraging to train around and he is a good model for our
juniors, both in his actions and his consistent effort. Jonathan, like others has his
6
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own hurdles and his way of dealing with them is to keep practicing over and over and over until they are overcome and
never to make excuses!
I was please to see his move up to the senior adult coloured belt ranks this year and look forward to his future gradings
and we should, if he keeps doing things as he has done so far, see him achieve his black belt before too long. Many congratulations to Jonathan for winning this year’s award.

Junior

Student of the Year
Abigail Maunders
Abigail has come a long way since joining the Academy. Like her adult counterpart in this year’s awards, she trains consistently and whilst doing so puts in a lot of effort. Rarely missing a class, she is happy and enthusiastic in training and
an inspiration to other students in her classes, adult and children alike.
Her techniques are good and this only comes through hard work and effort. She is a formidable
fighter considering her age and not afraid to mix it up if need be – she is only 11! Her results at
tournaments have been outstanding. Since starting at tournaments last year she has won 4 golds,
a silver and 2 bronze positions, with results coming from both patterns and sparring sections,
showing a good overall quality to her Taekwon-do. Despite these good results and the standard
she displays in regular classes, she hasn’t just flown through her gradings and has actually had a
tough time at them, achieving an L at her last grading in June this year! However, she hasn’t
let that dampen her spirits and will hopefully return to her previous good form for her
next grading. Speaking of spirit, Abigail has shown good commitment to Academy
endeavours, attending almost all tournaments and even travelling to those off the
beaten track (ie. Not on our regular list of tournaments) when few others bothered
and this hasn’t gone unnoticed – more so as she usually travels to events by train!

By Jonathan Choi
7

Jokes by Richard Baker

What never eats at Christmas time?
- The turkey its usually stuffed!!!!

How much wood would a ninja woodchuck nunchak if a
ninja woodchuck could nunchak wood?
(Try saying it fast)

I hope that Abigail continues in the same vein as she has done so this far, her attitude, good nature and strong efforts are the things that will take her to and beyond
the coveted black belt and as long as she continues this way I see no reason for her
not to become one of the few junior black belts the Academy may produce – bearing in mind we haven’t had a junior black belt achieved yet! Many congratulations to Abigail for achieving this year’s award.
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9 Questions: Mr Avis

200

What is your favourite area of training?

Of all the seminar or
courses you’ve attended,
which was your favourite
and why?

I find the areas of self defence the most interesting part of
the art; hosin sul, anti-weapons techniques and pattern applications. These areas have lots of finer details and take
much more time to perfect than kicks and strikes. In addition, traditional sparring, circle work and circuits are
probably the most enjoyable aspects for me.

Rick Clark’s seminars are always good fun and he teaches in an informal and engaging
way. When I was low down in the colour belt ranks he
taught us a number of pressure point applications using a
low section block and it was amazing to me at the time that
there was so much you could do with one technique.
My favourite so far has to have been the recent Willy Lim
seminar as he wasn’t trying to teach us overly complicated
techniques but the concept in finding the applications and
the fluidity lost in the patterns of Taekwon-do. Also the
way in which he spoke inspired you to study the patterns
and look for your own applications.
I also really enjoyed the gun and knife defences and disarms that Alan Cain, a soldier in the British army taught us
at the MAP (martial arts planet) Meet a couple of years ago.
I liked his no nonsense approach.

What is your favourite martial arts book and why?
I’m not that big on books, my collection is tiny. However
Funakoshi’s ‘Karate-Do: My way of life’ is a fantastic read
and gives a real insight into the history of Okinawan martial arts and Funakoshi’s experiences as a boy and throughout his life. Some of which are quite incredible. There are a
number of books on my ‘to read’ list for when I find the
time.

If you could spend a week living and training with
any martial artist, alive or dead, who would it be
and why?
I would have trouble choosing just one. The obvious choice
is Bruce Lee as he is the man to have had the most impact
on society in recent years. I don’t think he would have been
held in such high regard if he wasn’t also a film star but I
admire him not because of his fame but for his intelligence,
dedication and discipline towards martial arts. Physically,
he was unbelievably strong and fast for his size and it
would be amazing to experience his training regimes.

Apart from your instructor & black belts, which
student, if any, would you acknowledge as being
the most helpful or inspirational to you in your
martial arts journey and why?

Erm, the most helpful and inspirational ones hung around
to get their black belts. The only other is probably Justin
Goh who didn’t quite get there. He had a very good natural
ability and quickly overtook me as I was an 8th Kup when
I would love to have trained with General Choi himself and he started. I would say he was helpful as he was a good
some of the other pioneers of the art such as Hee Il Cho,
sparring partner and we had some good rounds. He pushed
Rhee Ki ha, Park Jung Tae, Nam Tae Hi and Kong Young himself and I had to do likewise to keep up.
Il to name a few, in there early days when Taekwon-do was
being developed. These guys learned the art in the military What’s the most important thing you have learnt
where there was no nonsense and they knew what worked
so far by doing martial arts?
and what didn’t.
How to throw a decent straight right - just kidding. I’d
probably have to say the will to succeed.
Guys like Geoff Thompson, Iain Abernethy and George
Dillman would also be great to train with as each have explored and studied various areas of martial arts extensively Who has been your most inspirational figure in
and would be great to get some advice from. I’d also relish your martial arts journey so far?
the opportunity to train with some of the top UFC guys and It has to be my instructor Mr. Anslow. I know it is a bit
obvious but your instructor is the one who has the most
boxers such as Michael Bisping, Forrest Griffin, Chuck
influence on you and I’m sure most martial artists would
Liddell, Roy Jones Jr and Marvin Hagler.
give the same answer. I have learned a great deal from him
Although not really martial artists in the sense we are used and continue to do so and he inspired me to get to black
belt from when I first started. To a lesser extent Mr. Gauto, I would love to see King Leonidas and the warriors of
Sparta in their training and witness first hand how they em- tam, as watching him spar in competition when I was a yellow belt seemed incredible and he has been a black belt as
bodied everything that is the indomitable spirit.
longer than I have been training. I remember Mr. Bryan
was also quite inspirational the one time I sparred with him.
What has been the highlight of your martial arts
I was a blue belt at the time and a few of us went to his
career to date?
club for a senior class. We ended the lesson with a few
It has to be reaching the black belt ranks, a journey comrounds of sparring and just when I thought I was getting
pleted by so few.
better at avoiding being hit, a turning kick comes from no8
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where and taps me gently on the side of the face. He did it so easily and with such control, it inspired me to work on my
defence.

You are 87 years old, sitting on a rocking chair reflecting back on your incredible martial arts journey,
where did your journey take you in the end?
Who knows, hopefully I’ll be telling my great grandchildren how I could knock people down with a single gaze and
break through ten concrete blocks with my index finger. On a serious note, hopefully I will have competed to a good
level, learned as much as I possibly could, opened my own full-time dojang and trained a number of competent black
belts to continue teaching the art as I was taught it.

Hey, it’s only a belt...
By Marek Handzel, 2nd Kup

The belt is a simple piece of clothing. In the Western world,
it is one that was used mostly as a decorative form of clothing by those in the military or from an aristocratic background until the twentieth century. In the East, they appear
to have been worn as part of people’s clothing for centuries.

feel, important. From the smallest of acorns, great trees can
grow. For by assiduously looking after your belt and making sure it is tied properly in class, you teach yourself to
care about your appearance in the dojang. This in turn
shows your respect for the dojang, your instructor and your
Art.

We all wear a belt in the dojang, as it is compulsory. It perYou are far more likely in this case to develop a tidy and
forms a practical function in that it keeps your dobok in
place and gives you a tidy appearance but its meaning is far disciplined mindset which will produce great results in
your training over the long-term. Not only will you want
more important. The belt is your identity in the dojang.
your belt to be tied correctly and tightly at all times, but
Some ‘traditionalists’ within Martial Arts pour scorn on the you will also want everything else to resemble the perfect
symmetry of your belt. Stances,
use of coloured belts and their
techniques, patterns, – you will
role in a student’s journey towant them all to look solid and
wards black belt. In its early
crisp. As a result, they will days, Karate, which of course
with time - become powerful
has greatly influenced Taekwon
and effective.
-do, did not employ a coloured
belt grading system at all. InWith such a mindset, you will
stead, practitioners would refind yourself loath to allow your
main a white belt until their senbelt to drop to the floor or to tie
sei decided they were ready to
it in a slap-dash fashion. Taekbecome a black belt or their
won-do is a Martial Art and as
white belts became really dirty!
such requires a ‘martial’ attitude
to clothing. Armies are reguSchools such as these are now
larly inspected for their appearvery rare if they even exist, as
ance as great soldiers and generthe coloured belt system helps
als over the ages have understood the connection between a
in many ways to develop well rounded Martial Artists. It
sets important short-term goals and characterises a student clean and tidy appearance and well-drilled and efficient
in a systematic and efficient manner. In some schools, stu- fighting machine.
dents are not referred to not by name, but merely by the
After class, after folding your dobok carefully back into
colour of their belt.
your bag or cupboard – after it has been washed – you will
Wearing a coloured belt also allows your training or spar- also fold your belt away with equal care as you will treasring partner to exercise due caution or necessary aggression ure what it means to you.
(especially for visiting students and for other schools you
may visit). It allows for an easier identification of hierarchy Most belts remember, are passed on to another student.
Therefore by taking care of the belt you can hand down a
and is a reminder to both the wearer and his or her fellow
well-cared for piece of clothing – but more importantly,
students of the hurdles that they are yet to face or have
you can hand down an attitude.
overcome.
Looking after your belt and wearing it properly in class is, I
9
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What Style Is Our Taekwon-do
& Why Do We Wear An ITF Badge?
By Mr Anslow

follow any and all changes that the current ITFs make.

Well, actually its neither. The correct
term of the style of Taekwon-do we do
is ‘Ch’ang Hon Taekwon-do’ (with the
correct term for WTF Taekwondo being
Kukki Taekwondo). ITF, the ITF, is an
organisation (actually 3 organisations
these days but that’s a different story),
Taekwon-do the martial art was
founded in 1955, whereas the ITF wasn’t founded until 1966. In the beginning
martial art schools were divided into
‘Kwans’ (or schools of martial arts),
General Choi founded the Oh Do Kwan
and it is here the Ch’ang Hon style of
Taekwon-do developed, many of the
Kwans were under an organisation
called the KTA or Korean Taekwon-do
organisation (the ‘T’ often being
changed back & forth between Tae Soo
Do and Taekwon-do depending on the leadership.. but
again, thats another story). To cut a long story short, due a
political situation, General Choi moved to Canada and
founded the ITF and in 1972 the South Korean government
built the ‘Kukkikwon’ and formerly founded the WTF in
1973.

As an organisation the ITF is responsible for many things from organising
tournaments, to senior black belt gradings (4th dan and above by the head people and 3rd Dan and below by senior
instructors in the organisation), to seminars with their own Masters & instructors, to making further changes to the
system how they see fit, however,
unless your a member of the ITF, like
any organisation, then you don’t have to
implement any changes and by remaining outside of the ITFs influence and all
changes we make can (and are) based
on how beneficial they would be for the
student and indeed the art itself, rather
than making changes for the sake of it!

The ITF was ran by General Choi until he passed away in
2002, it was the official organisation for the Ch’ang Hon
style of Taekwon-do, whilst its rival, the WTF, was the
official organisation to promote the sport side of
Kukki Taekwondo, with the Kukkiwon in
charge of the technical developments of the
style.
During these years, many referred to
each style as either WTF or ITF and
these names stuck, even though they
are technically incorrect. So one may
refer to the style of Taekwon-do we
do at the Academy as Ch’ang Hon
Taekwon-do or ITF Style Taekwon-do
or even Oh Do Kwan Taekwon-do
(although this is usually seen as Taekwondo as taught in the original military school
where it developed as other arts were incorporated
into Ch’ang Hon Taekwon-do in its formative years). There
are lots of Ch’ang Hon or ITF style clubs and groups
around and they are all based around the system of Taekwon-do that General Choi designed; some are affiliated to
one of the ITFs, whilst many are not (more than are btw).
Different groups and clubs teach the system how they
learnt it and how they see fit and are not under the direction
of the ITF unless they are members, whereby they must

The name ‘Ch’ang Hon’ was General Chois penname and
means Blue Cottage. One who practices the Ch’ang Hon
style of Taekwon-do would normally practice the Ch’ang
Hon patterns, developed by General Choi and his senior
instructors, however, before the Ch’ang Hon patterns were
developed and indeed whilst many were being fine tuned,
the older Karate katas were being taught and practices and
some styles within the Ch’ang Hon system (such as Mr
Wee’s school in Australia) still use these older
kata’s or a mixture of both. The Ch’ang Hon
forms are also referred to as the ‘Chon-ji
patterns’ or ‘Blue Cottage
Forms’ (Forms being another, older
word for patterns).
We wear the ITF badge on our doboks
as a sign of respect for the founder of
our system. There is no actual symbol
for the system itself (Ch’ang Hon), and
as it was simply known as ‘ITF’ the
badge is appropriate. Furthermore, the
badge was designed by Master JC Kim (I
think) and he has stated that it is free to use for
any one who does Taekwon-do in order to promote
goodwill and the art itself – despite this, the ITF’s still battle over copyrights to it in various countries!
For those that are interested, Ch’ang Hon Taekwon-do is
the most popular style within the UK. The TAGB, ITUK,
GTF, GTI, White Tigers, LTSI, BUTF, UKTA all practice
the Ch’ang Hon style, but not all are part of the ITF, in fact,
very few of the above are!
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Great Body Weight Exercises
By Marek Handzel, 2nd

Most people do not need weights to gain strength or power American jail that solely utilises the burpee on the internet.
and many people do not believe that free weights or exer- It’s a bit far-fetched I think, but if you can perform it then
you are super-fit or simply Superman!
cise machines are necessary for martial artists.
Some very successful boxers, professional fighters and athletes have reached the top of their game without having
ever dedicated large parts of their training to picking up
dumbbells. Indeed, there is still a school of thought that
suggests excessive muscle mass can slow a fighter down,
but it must be said that this is no longer a widely held view.
If someone wishes to sculpt their body into a ‘work of art’
or capable of competing in bodybuilding competitions,
then of course weight training is essential. However, if you
wish to be a fit and capable fighter, then bodyweight exercises are all you need.

Go to one corner of a room and perform 20 burpees, then
walk to another and do 19, then the other and do 18, then
the last one and do 17. Continue until you reach 1. Then lie
down. For about three days.
More realistically, if you can start at 7 or 8 and go down to
1, then that is still very impressive. That’s still at least 28
burpees in not much time at all.

The press-up

Bodyweight exercises are, 95% of the time, the only
strength conditioning tasks that we perform in the dojang.
They are versatile, cost nothing and you can do them on
your own and anywhere.
Here’s a pick of some of the best bodyweight exercises.

The burpee

Although not as demanding as the burpee, the press-up is a
great bodyweight exercise due to its versatility. You can do
them in a normal position (hands just slightly further apart
than the width between your shoulders), with your feet elevated, as a diamond press-up, Chinese press-up, using only
one arm and so on. Each variation adds either extra pressure on your chest, shoulder, tricep and bicep muscles or
works a different part of them. A determination to always
increase the amount of repetitions you can perform in one
go will result in significant strength gains.

Pushing sit-ups
Apparently this is a favourite in some notorious prisons
around the world, where inmates are so violent that allowing them access to weights or exercise machines is viewed
too dangerous. It’s easy to see why, it’s a full body workout that busts your lungs and burns your legs in no time at
all. The burpee works both upper and lower body strength
and greatly improves endurance and explosive power, the
latter being absolutely essential for sparring and conflictending striking. If you perform a burpee correctly, always
trying to maintain height in your jumps and landing in the
same spot then you also work on agility and balance.
I came across a routine in one exercise yard/room of an

This exercise competes with the V sit-up as the best abdominal exercise available to Martial Artists. It works the
core of the body which needs to be strong in order for both
hand and leg techniques to have power. It also requires the
use of the legs and quickly gives your abs a great workout.
11
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What’s more, if you perform it in the right way it should
not hurt your spine/lower back. You can also work your
abs in a different way, by leaving one leg bent tight to your
body, with the other one extended straight out, while trying
to twist your body towards your bent knee.

9 Questions

200

: Jonathan Choi

Pistols

What is your favourite area of training?
Bruce Lee may have said
“Boards don’t hit back”,
but a chunk of wood is a
lot less forgiving on the
knuckles than someone’s
fleshy gut. Breaking takes
power, flexibility and
technique, and it’s one of
the most black-and-white
areas of martial arts. You
either break or you don’t. I cannot wait until the day I
This excellent exercise is not recommended for youngsters choose my own technical break for the black belt exam,
or those with knee problems. It is essentially a one-legged and unveil my challenging and ground-breaking combinasquat. You extend one leg in the air a few inches off the
tion of fire, piranhas and jalapenos to the martial arts world.
ground and then squat down as low as you can with the
other leg. As you do so, the other leg must extend further
What is your favourite martial arts book and why?
out so as to remain off the ground and you should extend
I am Jackie Chan: My Life in Action. I don’t usually read
your arms out in the air. Not only is it very tiring on the
biographies, but Jackie Chan’s life is such an authentic and
legs, it is also very good at working balance.
compelling rags-to-riches tale that it’s impossible not to

Pull-ups
These are
slightly harder
to perform
than other
bodyweight
exercises as
quite frankly,
you need a
certain amount
of strength to
do them
straight away
and some form
of equipment,
whether it be a
tree branch or
goal frame.
They take
your arm
strength development to new levels. Holding onto to a branch or specific
pull up frame bar (they can be bought and fit into door
frames at home) with your palms facing towards you, you
try to lift yourself up, only using the strength in your arms
and not by jumping or swinging. By turning your palms
away from you, you work the shoulders and back muscles,
rather than just the biceps.

find his progression fascinating. From humble beginnings
as the son of poor, immigrant refugees, to Peking Opera
School student then cheap Bruce Lee knock-off, before
becoming a global megastar, Jackie Chan shows how hard
work, dedication, an inhuman tolerance for pain and a little
bit of luck can equal true celebrity in a way that any number of Paris Hilton’s or Big Brother contestants will never
understand. The downside? The book ends before some of
the most seminal moments in Jackie’s glittering career voicing himself in the critically acclaimed animated series
The Jackie Chan Adventures, launching a clothing line
simply named ‘Jackie’ and playing a monkey in Kung Fu
Panda.

If you could spend a week living and training with
any martial artist, alive or dead, who would it be
and why?
It’s a cliché, but Bruce Lee was one of the greatest fighters
in living memory, a pioneer of mixed martial arts, and an
original and profound writer and philosopher on the subject.
If he were alive today, who knows what MMA would look
like? I wouldn’t want to train with any dead martial artists
though. Forget about boards; rotting corpses definitely
don’t hit back.

What has been the highlight of your martial arts
career to date?
On the one hand, Taekwondo is a business and few people
have the inclination or deep enough pockets to teach it for
free. On the other, every student’s greatest fear is to spend
12
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hours of their life in a McDojang, only to realise in the ring shown a bit more perseverance and self-control, and demthat they are more Colonel Sanders than General Choi.
onstrated not a little indomitable spirit.
There’s a saying “No Rice, no wife to cook”. It means,
without the right material, no matter how good you are,
you may never accomplish the task. So when someone as
naturally uncoordinated as me could take home three trophies from my first tournament, after a year training under Mr. Anslow, I knew Rayners Lane Taekwon-do
Academy was the real deal.

Fact or Fiction?
ByDani Steinhoff, 1st Kup (Norway)

Of all the seminar or courses you’ve attended,
which was your favourite and why?

Circle your answers, then see if you are correct or not later in
the magazine. Many thanks to Dani for supplying this great quiz.

Hmmmm..

1. Choong-Moo was the pseudonym of the great Admiral
Yi Soon-Sin of the Lee Dynasty.

Apart from your instructor & black belts*, which
student, if any, would you acknowledge as being
the most helpful or inspirational to you in your
martial arts journey and why?

Fact or Fiction

2. Joong-Gun was the pseudonym of the patriot who assasLyndsey proves that you don’t need to have 132cm legs or sinated Hiro-Bumi Ito.
an 84 inch wingspan to succeed in this art. Always happy
to share her wisdom, she exemplifies the grit, determinaFact or Fiction
tion and patience of the martial artist, and is not the kind of
3. Taekwon-Do was previously called Taekkyon.
fighter to let the tears of an opponent two belts her senior
(or indeed the same opponent’s formerly unbroken ribs) get
Fact or Fiction
in the way of victory, a slice of glory for the club, and yet
more proof that she is the scariest opponent under 5”. I’m
4. Taekwon-Do was previously called Soo Bahk.
thinking of Ms. Reynolds from her days as a red belt.
Fact or Fiction

What’s the most important thing you have learnt
so far by doing martial arts?

5. In colour belt patterns, Doo Palmok Makgi's are always
at high section (nopunde).

There’ll always be someone stronger, bigger or faster than
you… but you’ve probably got something that’s better than
Fact or Fiction
theirs too. It might be a sharp tongue to talk your way out
of a situation, or the resolve to work twice as hard, but be- 6. Kihap means "shout"
ing smart about which battles you can and should win, and
conceding the rest gracefully and constructively is a lesson
Fact or Fiction
that applies to life in and out of the dojang.
7. The name "Taekwondo" or "Taekwon-Do" was first used
in 1954.
Who has been your most inspirational figure in

your martial arts journey so far?
Solid, dependable and stronger than Dev’s accent in his
new movie (“Latika! LATIKA!!!!”), Mr. Avis doesn’t have
the flash or swagger of some of the other black belts, but
has earned his Mr. Equipment moniker by making it to
more classes every week than a certain other black belt attends in a typical year, and training with the same humourless intensity as the other Mr. Equipment, BOB “Leave him
alone! He’s ‘armless!” the Body Opponent Bag.

Fact or Fiction
8. San Bakkat Palmok Makgi means twin block with outer
forearm.
Fact or Fiction
9. Sine Wave is a "down up" movement done to help generate extra power to the technique.

Fact or Fiction
You are 87 years old, sitting on a rocking chair reflecting back on your incredible martial arts jour- 10. Choong-Moo has 32 movements.
ney, where did your journey take you in the end?
A global action superstar? An 8th Degree black belt? A
grandmaster and respected scholar of Taekwondo? Maybe
not, but the difference between martial arts and sports is
that the martial arts are more than pumping iron, or throwing a ball into a net, as much fun as that might be. I hope I
can look back at the age of 87 and say that because of this
art, I’ve lived with a little bit more courtesy and integrity,

Fact or Fiction

What is a mum's favourite Christmas carol?
- Silent Night.

Jokes by Richard Baker
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Master Willie Lim
Taekwon-do Pioneer Seminar
20th September 2008
by Andrew Elliott, 8th Kup

maker punch, the classic attack
of any thug. With ease he took
the blow on the outside of his
wrist. This is what Master Lim
described as the check, he then
swiftly brought in his right arm
under their wrist in an x-block
position. From there Master Lim
was able to perform a number of
locks, strikes and punches. By
following the simple process of
check, parry and counterattack
Master Lim was able to utilise
the basic movements hidden
within every Tae Kwon Do pattern.

So here I am sitting down a couple of days after reflecting on the
the seminar with Master Lim and
still smiling!

At the start of the seminar, when
Master Lim walked into the dojang and all eyes turned, possibly
everyone had their own reasons
for being there; for some it was
deference, some to gain new application knowledge but for me
personally, it was curiosity. In
my short martial arts experience
I have had the privilege of attending a few seminars by masters but none have been so accesMaster Lim gleefully asked the
sible or so human. When my
class to ask the application of
instructor (Mr Anslow) handed
any movements contained
over the class I honestly wasn't
within patterns especially those
sure what to expect and if asked
that seemed to have no realistic application and to his
to describe it now I would call it a patterns application
seminar but it was something else as well, something more, credit a realistic and effective application was found for
each one. Throughout the seminar Master Lim demonsomething special.
strated so many applications no one in the class seemed
"I'm not teaching a drill but a concept" was often stated by able to keep pace as he flowed from one to another with the
Master Lim throughout the seminar, which at first I didn't ease of a true master of the art.
comprehend. All Master Lim seemed to want to leave with
us was the chamber position for low section outer forearm If this happened in other seminars it might detract from the
block and the shifting of body weight in a loose L-stance! I purpose of holding it in the first place but in this case it was
the case in point. The seminar was not about Master Lim
wondered if this was it, if this is what I paid the seminar
unlocking all the super destructive killer techniques hidden
fee for! Because, as an 8th Kup I already knew how to
chamber and my instructor already teaches pattern applica- within Tae Kwon Do patterns. This seminar was the start of
tions, but once it dawned on me, I realised it was so much a journey, where instructors and we as practitioners would
more than a simple chamber of a basic block and the reality explore the treasure map of our fundamental movements.
The purpose was to allow us as individuals to flow and find
was it was worth every penny.
our own way. From that day I will always remember the
Master Lim's first demonstration was how to block a hay- passionate master who managed to find his own way and
couldn't wait to help you find yours.
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Academy X-Rays
As many of you will know, unfortunately, during his 2nd degree grading Mr
Avis broke a bone in his foot. Following the grading his foot was x-rayed and he
managed to obtain a copy of them. Here are the x-rays of Mr Avis’s broken
bone.
Seeing these x-rays got me thinking and I
asked our resident snoop, Mr Ace Booker,
to see if he could perhaps find more of the
same, which he did.
Below are the x-rays Mr Booker found and
how they relate to students of the Academy…

The first one was of Richard Baker playing the ball game! As you can
see, it shows why he's such a formidable opponent.
The next one I viewed was of Abdi
Diriye and shows just whats under
that hair of his!

Then he showed me one of
Vijay & Abhijay Sood
(must have been bedtime!)

Next he showed me one
of Charlotte Fox…
And then one of Mr Sultan
travelling to his new job!

The final one was of Phil Skidmore… !!! :-)
15
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9 Questions

200

: Marek Handzel
What is your favourite area of training?
I like all aspects of training but perhaps hosin sul is my
favourite.

Of all the seminar or
courses you’ve attended, which was your
favourite and why?

What is your favourite martial arts book and why? The Wilie Lim Seminar. Just because he was so close to
Living The Martial Way by Forest E Morgan is my current
favourite although I want to read a lot more so that may
change in the near future.
I was particularly drawn to the mindset of a ‘warrior’ that
the author tries to instil in the reader. He reminds you that
being a true martial artist is a very serious thing indeed. I
also like his tips on training and having a strategy for different attackers, situations and environments. It’s nononsense as well which I quite enjoyed.

General Choi and also because it was a really good, relaxed,
informative session.

Apart from your instructor & black belts, which
student, if any, would you acknowledge as being
the most helpful or inspirational to you in your
martial arts journey and why?
When I first started Justin Goh was training at the Academy and I remember thinking how accomplished he looked.
That was inspirational.

If you could spend a week living and training with
any martial artist, alive or dead, who would it be
and why?

What’s the most important thing you have learnt
so far by doing martial arts?

An ancient Shaolin monk. It would be fascinating to observe how they trained and lived. I have this impression
that it would be a very austere and reflective lifestyle with
brutally hard training at times. I’d like to have seen what
their diet was like and how the training differs from today.

Who has been your most inspirational figure in
your martial arts journey so far?

What has been the highlight of your martial arts
career to date?
Probably being nominated as Student of the Year – that
was a nice surprise.

Always try to improve oneself.

I can’t really name just one individual – but Mr. Anslow
would be up there of course!

You are 87 years old, sitting on a rocking chair reflecting back on your incredible martial arts journey, where did your journey take you in the end?
Hopefully to my full potential, whatever that may be.

Kate Chan-Barry

Artwork By Charlotte Fox, 5th Kup (age 10)

By Jonathan Choi
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Making The Grade: Black Belt Tales
Ms Reynolds 1st Dan
March, 2008
The day had come, after almost 8 years of sweat, aches,
injuries, laughs, and goals achieved, goals failed, tears, and
many tantrums I had arrived at this day. Before going into
the hall, with the equipment strewn around me, I felt a
wave of nostalgia tainted with nausea. This was to be it...
no amount of shaking and pacing was going to save me
from this ordeal.
After an ‘interesting’ taxi ride where a confused driver
picked up some breeze blocks, a tarpaulin, and raced over
to pick up a breaking holder from Rayners Lane whilst I
held a training knife and calmly explained I had no intention to mug him. , I watched Mr A and one of the other examiners enter the building, then I took a breath and went
inside. Shortly after the Rayners Lane A team had arrived
along with Mr Pethick, one of Mr McCarthy’s students all
of whom had the full intention of giving me a beating with
grading of this magnitude is self belief and quite possibly a
little effort on their part and much pain on mine.
large sturdy pair of incontinence pants.
The grading took place in the newly acquired Pinner hall,
with dark wooden floors The few patterns went by with no questions posed. I
and even darker lighting. thought Joy, and so did my stomach .Until, right smack
where I didn’t expect, we were asked to perform our non
In my nervous, naive
measure-up breaks. My stomach cramp returned with the
state I thought this may
play into my favour as I reliability of a pre-programmed alarm clock. Mr A with a
thought that the Grading smile on his face announced a
turning kick on my left leg,
panel would be able to
and a back kick with my right.
see less. Hmm, I turned
My stomach does a back flip
out to be so very wrong
and I rather less than calmly
on that score!!
walk up to the board. I posiAfter unsuccessfully try- tion myself for the break , and
ing to ‘ninja’(sneak ) my in slow motion I feel my head
whipping round , I see my leg
way on to the left hand
spots so I didn’t have to extending and shock beyond
all shock I see my leg pound
say the tenets and the oath, we were bowed in and I was
the board and break it. The
asked to say the tenets and the oath. The nerves had now
stomach cramp subsides for a
turned into an annoying stomach cramp but at least I still
had the power of speech. My Powers of cognitive thought few minutes. The turning
Kick was also successful
however had evaporated. We kicked off with a couple of
patterns. On completion of each, a pause which in my mind thankfully.
lasted an eternity followed . I worry about pauses in gradings as what normally follows is a question from the grad- With a tiny bit of the Breaking section completed, on came
the relentless mix of 1 step sparring, 2 step sparring, more
ing panel, something along the lines of ‘so why did you
do ..... Stance that way , is that the way you were taught? ‘. patterns, 2v1 sparring, free sparring, self defence and the
One of these questions, and I’m sure you would agree with above with a knife. All of this was mixed into a frenetic
me on this, robs you of any self satisfaction you may have haze and through some of it I felt I was on another planet,
the brain had decided to take a holiday and I was merely
gained in completing the pattern without forgetting it. In
reacting to what was being thrown at me, well sometimes I
every pause I began to question each pattern performed,
couldn’t even successfully react unfortunately!! In 2v1 my
which is dangerous as what you need more than ever in a
17
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Jumping kicks vid for a demonstration). Andrew and I finished off our required hand techniques successfully.

plan of action almost solely was RUN!! .. If one of them
comes near hit them with the all the ferocity my little body
could muster. In the end, I managed to get through the
bouts without having bits of me smeared across the shiny
dark wood flooring.

Next we had to explain and demonstrate 3 patterns applications. As my cognitive abilities were further debilitated
towards the grading I managed to Just about explain an
elbow break in Joong gun, a throw in Dan Gun and a knife
hand block utilized to the cateroid artery followed by a fingertip thrust to the throat combination, all of these came
with a myriad of questions from the grading panel questioning the effectiveness of the techniques, however I managed to stumble through!

Mr (destroy it if it’s living) Gautum was picked to go up
against me for a bout of padded sparring, the stomach
cramp had now metamorphasised into an angry
pixie intent of jumping
about inside. I moved
around as Mr G unleashed
his full retinue of kicks,
whilst I defended until the
moment where Mr G had
forgotten he hadn’t done a
back kick yet and in a bullet timesque situation the
kick landed beautifully
onto my solar plexus which
sent me to the ground
squealing like a hungry
warthog. Apart from the pain associated from that I was
mostly concerned with the warthog sounds which I couldn’t stop. I thought I was going to release the angry pixie
onto the floor for a few seconds.
Mercifully I had a couple of minutes to recover and watch
Andrew’s Bout, after a blitz of high speed techniques and
some artful dodging I was impressed , and then saddened
as I doubted I had done quite so well in that area .

Finally, we were asked to perform our demo breaks. After
witnessing an impressive knife hand , hook kick and flying
side kick combination , I thought perhaps my palm strike
through a breeze block wouldn’t look so awesome as I had
pictured in my head. But then I mused that at least it’s a
technique I knew I could pull off, and it may look simple,
but I was going for the different material approach. I’ll try
and be a bit mote flashy if I pass this!! My hand went
through the block, with more ease then it had done in practice, and the grading reached its conclusion. We cleared up,
were dismissed and I immediately relapsed the stomach
pixie.
It was tougher on me then I had thought, the next day I
couldn’t leave my bed, I can honestly say it was harder
than, and to, recover from the London to Brighton bike ride.

A couple more rounds of patterns ensued. Then my two
worst Patterns with the ‘Questions’ arrived. I felt sorry for
Andrew as my defective walking stance was eloquently
corrected in Saju Makgi and I wouldn’t have blamed him
for giggling when I span round the wrong way whilst executing the twin elbow thrust in Hwa Rang. I make myself
better thinking about this moment blaming it on the fatigue
and the ever more frequent asthma episodes.
Whilst recovering from one of these episodes, where I am
wheezing and turning redder than a post-box, and starting
to beat myself up for what I thought looked like hideous
fitness levels, Mr McCarthy commented that my fitness
had improved since the last grading! I think at the time it
was what I needed to hear. Things after this point were becoming more bearable again.
Soon enough the remainder of the breaking needed to be
completed. The stomach pixie threatened to bite and I was
called up for jump side kick 2 boards both legs. Needless to
say all those who know me know how much I love Jump
side kick; it’s one of those kicks I’d wish to put in a cupboard and banish for eternity but, it’s required so there was
no getting away from it. After an internal fight with my
stomach pixie, I jumped and bounced off the boards on
both sides the first time. On the second attempt however,
breaks were achieved and I just about managed to restrain
myself from doing the infamous ‘Lyndsey dance’ (see

Mr Avis 2nd Dan
September, 2008
In October 2008, Rayners Lane Taekwon-do Academy was
pleased to announce the promotion of Colin Avis to 2nd
degree following a gruelling grading on the 30th September.
Having already completed his theory exam (a 3 hour written paper) a week earlier, Colin arrived at the grading
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venue at 7pm on what was a miserably wet day.

Season DVDs!

Many already know the Dan gradings at Rayners Lane
By Marek Handzel, 2nd Kup
Academy are tough; this was made even more so for Colin
as all eyes were on him due to the fact he was the only
Season’s choppings!
gradee. For almost the next 3 hours he was put through his
paces; patterns, sparring, one-step, close range knife defence, rounds of competition, choke & traditional sparring, One thing people like doing over the Christmas period is
hosinsul, destruction plus much more were tested in front watching one or two movies and really, watching some
Martial Arts DVDs should be priority number one for
of a panel of 5 senior black belts.
members of the Academy and their immediate family.
All rounds (usually two of each) during the test are performed against fellow gradees (of which there were none) Of course, you shouldn’t be watching any illegally
downloaded films or dodgy DVDs as this hurts Hollywood
or other black belts. For most part Lyndsey Reynolds
(Rayners Lane) and Calvin Thomas (IUTF England) were really badly and the poor little filmmakers in and around
his opponents, but in a surprise twist for Colin, a quarter of Beverly Hills are so skint, they can barely afford to get
their swimming pools cleaned on an hourly basis these
the way through the grading, three of the examiners
changed out of their shirt & ties and into doboks, to further days, poor diddums. And headline actors can only dream of
put Colin through his paces. This included Mr Walker chal- having their own rocket to take them to the moon these
days, have you seen the price of gas darling?
lenging Colin for bouts of competition sparring, Mr Anslow for bouts of traditional sparring and Mr Gautum for
more bouts of free-sparring, 1-step and more, watched on Here’s my list, in no particular order, of ten Martial Arts
movies that I believe may be rather good. Kids, sorry, some
by Mr McCarthy, VI and the other examiners.
of you can’t watch these as you are too young.
At 10pm the grading drew to a close and the panel disappeared into another room to discuss the grading whilst
1. The Karate Kid.
Colin and his fellow black belts changed and left. All felt
Daniel Le Russo moves to the
Colin had shown true perseverance throughout the night, as
American West Coast with his Mum
well as good skills and technique. However, what was inand gets bullied at his new school,
teresting was that because the gradings are not run in any
but let’s face it, he doesn’t help himparticular order and all elements are asked for randomly,
self by pouring water over that Jonny
much of the destruction elements were performed at the
‘bad-ass’ dude in the toilets when
beginning and following a jumping turning kick break,
he’s dressed as a shower at the
Colin could be seen limping off. An x-ray the following
school’s fancy-dress party. Then Mr.
day revealed that he had actually broken a bone in his foot,
Miyagi teaches him to wash a car
so had shown true indomitable spirit by continuing on with
and trim a bonsai tree. Then they
the grading for another two and a half hours, even complet- both visit the Cobra Kai dojo and ask the bullies to lay off
ing more breaking techniques with the injured foot.
Daniel until a Californian karate tournament. Two weeks
later Jonny is on the floor eating dirt in the final while
A week later, after all the marks were totalled up, Colin
Daniel is celebrating the fact that the competition is over
received his results and certificate of a pass with merit and and he can take his ridiculous head scarf off. Then Daniel
was fully promoted up to 2nd degree. Many congratulations learns to play the drums. Oh hang on, that’s Karate Kid II.
to Colin on this achievement. A video reel of the actual
Which is also good.
grading can be viewed at www.raynerslanetkd.com

2. Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon.
All the actors inhaled 3,000 tonnes
of helium prior to filming, which
allows them to jump from roof to
roof like cat-monkey hybrid creatures. It’s all very artistic of course.
And shot beautifully. It features
Chew-Your-Own-Fat – he’s a great
actor.

3. Enter the Dragon.
It’s Bruce Lee, come on.
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bear as the hero, it has to be good.

4. Rush Hour.
Jackie Chan kicks ass all over some
American city with his crazy comic
side kick (Chris Turner). Chinese
gangsters chase them everywhere
and no-one understands anything that
Chan or his sidekick say, which is
probably just
as well.

5. Fearless.
Jet Li is a
great fighter, renowned in China,
but very arrogant. He upsets someone, then they upsets him, then that
carries on for a bit, then he smashes
everyone. Including a wrestler. It
wasn’t Bid
Daddy.

10. The Bourne Ultimatum.
This has some fantastic hand-tohand combat fight scenes in it, as do all the Bourne movies.
Plus, you never know what’s really going on or how
Bourne gets all his passports, money, etc. He always has
about 56 mobile phones in his pocket too. What’s that all
about?

6. Best of the Best.
Taekwon-do on the big screen. Master Hee II Cho is in this too. US team
gets smashed, someone is really
badly hurt by a nasty Korean man
and then the American team goes
ballistic and just smashes everybody.
They wear great-looking black doboks.

Marek isn't the only one whose seen a few films this year,
of the ones I’ve seen (that don't appear on Mareks list),
heres the good, the bad and the ugly of them:

Kuro Obi (Black Belt)

7. Teenage Mutant Turtles.
You can’t find a single fault with
this piece of celluloid gold, you
really can’t. Not only is Splinter a
rat, but he’s rat who learnt Ninjutsu
in a cage. Then he teaches his turtle
sons (who have somehow grown
very large) his deadly fighting techniques. Leonardo, Raphael,
Michaelangelo, and Donatello love
pizza, skateboards and helping out
people in trouble in New York. But
Shredder, the evil man who killed Splinter’s human Dad,
wants to destroy them all and eat their secret pizza stash.
Awesome.

Set in 1930s Japan, three martial
arts practitioners who are competing to inherit the mantle of their
late master, are ordered to enlist in
the military. Having no choice, the
trio leave their dojo for an encounter with fate. View: What
nice about this film is that its
‘traditional’ and the main stars are
all high ranking karate experts so
know what they are doing (eg. the
kata).

Red Belt

This is one of two big MMA films
that came out this year. This has
some great sequences in it and what
could have been a great story line, but
is very badly cut (very)! However,
the film portrays wisdom by the
teacher as despite teaching MMA he
8. Under Seige.
doesn't fight in MMA competitions (a
Is he a chef? Don’t be silly, he’s a
slight contradiction in itself) and he
crazy ex-Special Forces nutter who
has some great
was kicked out of the army after his
sayings.. Well
plan to single-handedly invade Rusworth
a
view
in
my
opinion,
despite
sia with a spoon was foiled. Needits
short
comings
less to say, the thugs who try and
ruin the party on the boat are no
Never Back Down
match for Mr. Seagal. Legendary
The second of the two big MMA
Aikido-influenced fight scenes.
movies released this year and billed
as a “modern day karate kid”. The
9.Kung Fu Panda
. I haven’t seen this but heard good things about it. A panda film has better editing than Red Belt,
but…. Continued on page 22
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Taekwon-do Top Trumps
By Mr Avis, II
If you want to play the game, simply print out each page (so as not to spoil your lovely Christmas magazine), stick them to card,
and deal them out to each player face down. Do not look at your cards or rearrange their order. Decide who goes first. The

player whose turn it is turns over their top card and calls out a category and the corresponding number. The other players turn

over their top cards and call out the number of the same category. Whoever is highest takes the cards and gets to have the next
go. If it is a draw, the cards are placed in the centre and you move on to the next card. Whoever wins takes the cards in the centre as well. Play until someone has all the cards. Alternatively, just laugh at the pictures and scores.

Mr Anslow IV
Fighting Skills

Mr Gautam II

87

Martial Spirit

25

Ki Power

3

Resistance To Alcohol

4

Fighting Skills

Mr Avis II
Fighting Skills

79

Martial Spirit

23

Ki Power

1

Resistance To Alcohol

6

85

Martial Spirit

21

Ki Power

1

Resistance To Alcohol

10

Ms Reynold’s I

21

Fighting Skills

78

Martial Spirit

24

Ki Power

2

Resistance To Alcohol

3
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Mr Patel I
Fighting Skills

Mr Sultan I

80

Martial Spirit

19

Ki Power

2

Resistance To Alcohol

0

Fighting Skills
Martial Spirit

18

Ki Power

3

Resistance To Alcohol

Marek

78

N/A (0)

Kate

Fighting Skills

63

Fighting Skills

61

Martial Spirit

19

Martial Spirit

24

Ki Power

1

Ki Power

3

Resistance To Alcohol

7

Resistance To Alcohol

9

the story line is lacking. Its very violent
and the coach has a nice quality about
him. Is it a modern day Karate Kid..
Not in my opinion! I know Parvez
loved this film, but I thought it was
over rated. Still, there are worse movies out there and this will while away
an hour and a half of your time adequately!

The Forbidden Kingdom
A much hyped film due to the fact
it’s the first collaboration between
Jackie Chan and Jet Lee, for me it
unfortunately fell way short. Still,
the kids might like it as they are
its target audience. It’s a shame, as
this great collaboration could have
been so much more and should
have been!
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Doun

Richard

Fighting Skills

55

Fighting Skills

Martial Spirit

16

Martial Spirit

12

Ki Power

1

Ki Power

2

Resistance To Alcohol

8

Resistance To Alcohol

6

Phil
Fighting Skills

Andrew

56

Martial Spirit

15

Ki Power

1

Resistance To Alcohol

8

Though they came out last year, or
maybe even the year before, if you
havnt seen them yet, both Kung Fu
Hustle and Shaolin Soccer are
must see movies. Both quality films,
with some decent story lines, great
action and laughs by the bundle!

55

Fighting Skills

54

Martial Spirit

16

Ki Power

1

Resistance To Alcohol

7

Other films I’ve enjoyed this year are
Jumper, Hell Boy 2, Hancock,
Wanted, Iron Man, Prince Caspian and of course Batman: Dark
Knight!. However, my biggest indulgence this year was watching the
complete 5 series of Babylon 5
again - the greatest sci-fi show ever
made!
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Tom

Master Willie Lim VIII

Fighting Skills

55

Fighting Skills

Martial Spirit

13

Martial Spirit

25

Ki Power

2

Ki Power

3

Resistance To Alcohol

3

Resistance To Alcohol

0

Artwork by Jamie Lockyer, 9th Kup (age 9)
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Hwa-Rang
Beyond The Pattern Meaning
By Miss Reynolds
Despite not being strictly part of the regular
army- their sense of loyalty and bravery
counted significantly to the power of the
Silla Army .– they were highly literate ,
composed ritual songs and dances for the
purpose of praying for their Country’s welfare and underwent punishing physical trainAt 2nd Kup we read that:
ing such as swimming in rivers in the winter
“Hwa-Rang is named after the Hwa-Rang youth group
months . They trained under severe conditions. They were inwhich originated in the Silla Dynasty in the early 7th cen- credibly adept at archery and their enduring reputations are one
tury. The 29 movements refer to the 29th Infantry Division, of steadfast patriotism and military prowess.

Almost all TKD students, whether they have developed to
the stage of learning it or not would have heard of the pattern ‘Hwarang’. We tend to learn the meaning of the pattern on our theory sheets so it comes out automatically –
but after that we give it no more thought.

Where Taekwondo developed into maturity.”

Among the Hwarang Leaders were found in Peacetime and Generals in times of war. According to various records – the
It is widely understood that General Choi Hong Hi had
Hwarang movement was a Korean warrior Corps which adhered
named most of the patterns after important political patrito strict moral code- known as the code of Hwarang. This was
ots/groups in Korean history and in his Enclyopedias’ asestablished in the 30th year of King Chin-Hung’s rule. Two noted
sert that patterns should indeed be performed with the spirit Hwa-rang (Kwi-San and Chu-Hang) sought out the famous warof that person/group in mind.
rior and monk Wong-Gwang Popsa. They asked him to give
them lifetime commandments. He responded by creating five
Initial Origins of the pattern Hwa-rang
rules, based on Confucian and Buddhist principles:
As the pattern meaning denotes – The Hwa-rang first surfaced at •
Loyalty to the King and Country
the beginning of the 7th Century . It has been written by some that •
Obedience to one’s parents
it was established by Chin Hung, the 24thKing of Silla. Essen•
Never retreat in Battle
tially they were an elite paramilitary Youth Corps.
•
Trust and brotherhood amongst friends
•
Make a Just Kill
The hangul for ‘Hwa’ means flower or blossom, and ‘Rang’
meaning man/youth/ gentleman (according to various sources) So He also created 9 virtues (humanity, justice, courtesy, wisdom,
Hwarang in its entirety was meant to mean either ‘flowering
trust, goodness, virtue, loyalty and courage)
manhood’ and has also been referred to as ‘flower of knighthood’! The Hwarang were young men selected from ‘good fami- The Hwarang treated these as a guiding ethos .Kwi-San and Chulies’. This does not mean those born of noble blood, as they were Hang did not take these principles lightly and in the process of
selected from families of all classes, the only determining factor rescuing their Ambushed commander General Muun in 603AD.
seemed to be the candidates ’virtue character and countenance’
Whilst attacking the enemy, they gave one of their horses to the
The Education of a Hwarang was supported by the King and generally lasted ten years, during which time they were reported to
have learned arts, dance, literature, social etiquette ,art of warfare,
archery and trained their equestrian skills. The Hwarang underwent unique spiritual and physical training. They gathered to
study and learn military strategy and Buddhist philosophy, incorporating Taoism and Confucianism. It was known as a philosophical and religious code – not an actual fighting style at the
time . King Chin-hung (534-576), was acknowledged to have
organised it into a structured philosophical study. Leaders of the
Hwarang were known as
Kuk-Son

general and after killing a great number of enemies they finally
died ‘bleeding of a thousand wounds’ Examples such as these
may well have influenced General Chois’ decision to select the
name for his pattern.
Stories of the Hwarang and their individual feats illustrate the
code of the Hwarang, the type of ethics and morality essential to
the evolution of the martial arts and the success of Silla as a nation. The code profoundly affected the Korean people and their
culture.

They did not have the political influence of the
samurai, who were indeed
born into the class and the
privileges entailed
within .It is evident that
the movement was supported by the monarchy as
Kings of the period served
as Hwarang before taking
to the throne.
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Hwarang eventually fell
out of favour during the Yi
Dynasty (1392-1910) and
adherence to the Code
gradually declined. However several Koreans did
stay faithful to the prescribed doctrines, including Admiral Yi Sun-Sin
Known as Choong Moo –
General Choi named the 1st
kup pattern after him. His
fame is equivalent to that
of Admiral Nelson of
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This caused many of the instructors to leave- including the syllabus facilitator. He went on to establish a separate Hwang group
despite the fact that it is listed on Joo Bang Lee’s site that he has
been demoted to a ‘WHITE SASH’. It was at this time Joo Bang
Lee sought Intellectual property ownership over the art hence e
the ®

at Britain.
The term Hwa-rang is used by many martial arts schools, certainly mainly ITF and indeed WTF groups name their Schools
after Hwa-rang in some way, which indeed indicates the impression left by this elite society.
Hwarang-Do- the Martial Art
Indeed I only discovered recently that not only
was a pattern and various schools named after it,
a whole separate art called Hwarang-do© came
into being in approximately 1960. Its creator Dr
Joo Bang Lee claimed he had been taught the arts of Um Yang
Kwon (soft hand fist) - one of the Arts Utilised by the Hwarang by
a Buddhist monk called Suahm Dosa the 57th lineage holder of the
Hwa Rang tradition. He claims he started his training at the age of
5 forms 1942-1960 for 18years. the is little evidence to support
this and indeed Aikido texts such as History of Aikido, A perspective By Ian A. Cyrus, 9th Dan , asserts that most texts relating
to the Hwarang have been lost in history and therefore too much
time has gone by to neither confirm or deny this assertion.

In order to breathe life into his group, Joo Bang Lee imported 6
TKD instructors to the USA to teach his art. This in my opinion,
coupled with the obvious Hapkido influences, shapes the HRDinto the style seen on current you-tube videos. In-fact Looking at
various HRD websites, most of the home pages has an exponent
demonstrating a ‘split kick!’
Nowadays the art is mainly headed up By Joo Bang Lees’ Son ,
Master Taejoon Lee. Hwarang-Do Clubs are listed in Germany,
Italy, USA, Netherlands, and Australia As far as I could see,
there are no UK listed UK clubs!!

Xiong Chan
By Jonathan Choi

The articles then goes onto explain Joo Bang Lee
founded the Hwarang Kwan, a school of Hapkido in
1962. This Kwan later became “Hwa Rang Do”, and
that Joo bang Lee and indeed his brother Joo Sang Lee
were both students of Choi Yong Sool- a prominent
exponent of Hapkido. Dr Joo Bang Lee still asserts to
this day according to Mr Cyrus’ article that he and Choi
were merely ‘associates’- and he is of direct Lineage to
the original Hwarang.
Nevertheless, Dr Joo Bang Lee took his art to USA and
in the 70’s established a steady following. The art
claims to incorporate kicks, strikes, throws, takedowns.
The art in its infancy was yet to have a Syllabus formulated. The task was undertaken by Dr Joo Bang Lee’s
1st American Senior students Bob Duggan. It was during this time that the art experienced its teething problems. Some instructors felt that that art was being diluted in order to populate more high ranking students.
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By Abigail Maunders,
4th Kup (age 11)
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The Punch
By Jonathan Choi, 4th Kup

Taekwondo is probably best known for its flashy kicks, but hand
techniques are essential too – after all kwon means fist in Korean.
Here’s a beginner’s guide to the 15 most important punches:
1 Jab – A fast punch in which the lead fist is mented beverages – See Punch Drunk.
thrown straight ahead and the arm is fully
10 Fruit Punch – One of the most feared attacks is from the
extended.
dreaded pineapple, otherwise known as the Mike Tyson of
2 Cross – A power punch in which the rear the plant world.
hand is thrown from the chin, crossing the body and travelling towards the target in a straight line. It is often used in 11 Punsch – A traditional Swedish alcoholic drink. Drinkcombination with the jab, and the ‘one-two’ or ‘jab-cross’ is ing too much can have negative consequences – See Punch
Drunk.
typically the first boxing combo learnt.
12 Punch Line – A series of hole punches along a wall or
cupboard – See Hole Punch. Not to be confused with punch
lime which is an aggressive citrus fruit – See Fruit Punch.

3 Hook – Typically aimed at the chin,
this powerful technique is performed in
a horizontal arc with the elbow bent at or
almost at a right-angle.

13 Punch Drunk Love – A critically-acclaimed 2002 com4 Uppercut – Usually thrown from edy starring Adam Sandler that grossed roughly
close range, this is an upward hook $24,665,649.
that is most often aimed towards the
14 Punch and Judy – Delivered by a
opponent’s chin.
deformed,
child-murdering,
wife5 One Inch Punch – Popularised beating psychopathic clown, this attack
is invariably successful despite any
by Bruce Lee,
number of repeated warnings to the victhis explosive technique is performed
tim that said perpetrator is positioned to
from extremely close range, but
the rear of aforementioned victim.
manages to generate immense power
Ironically, Punch actually uses a big
through well-timed coordination of
stick to attack his victims.
the legs, hips and upper body
throughout the punching motion.
15 Super Punch Out!! – An awesome game for the SNES
Check it out on YouTube!
from the mid-1990s and probably one of the best sports
6 Poonch - A district of Kashmir that is divided between games of all time. Super Macho Man was hard. I mean the
hardest boss EVER!! Kids nowadays don’t even know the
India and Pakistan.
meaning of the word difficult. They’re making one for the
7 Punch Drunk – The male variety typically comprises Wii but it won’t be as good. No way.
wild swings and shouted obscenities about one’s opponent,
usually also involving the opponent’s ancestry, and in particular his immediate maternal forebear. The rare but increasingly observed female variant follows a similar pattern,
but often invokes the perceived promiscuity of the opposing
counterpart. Friday nights in Watford offer excellent opportunities to observe either in the wild.
8 Hole Punch – The act of punching something in anger typically a thin wall or cupboard - so hard that a hole is made
– See Punch Drunk.
9 Sushil Punch – A multi-talented
black tag known for training hard
and mad skills on the drums. If
he’s anything like his cousin, we
all know he’ll grow to enjoy fer27

Coming up next year – The KICK!!
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Taekwon-do’s Black Hole
By Mr Anslow

Applications, above and beyond the standard punch, kick,
block variety with regards to the patterns of Taekwon-do
are still in its infancy with regards to learning and teaching
them. Though still only taught as standard in a few schools,
this is changing and the movement for more realistic interpretations is growing rapidly.

applications. It isn’t just a belief, but fact backed up by lots
of research and evidence, both by myself and well established Karate researchers.

According to author and Shotokan historian Bruce Clayton,
he offers a theory that pre-Shotokan Karate (Okinawa-te)
was the art practiced only by the palace guards for defence
of the King of Okinawa and as such it was top secret. The
However, some still choose to stick to the stance that if
king died in 1879 and thus the 'official secrecy' sworn by
General Choi didn’t say it was so, then there cannot be
more to the patterns than has already been taught or what is all who studied was dissolved. Reading Claytons work
seems to offer that most of those working in the palace had
listed in the manuals. This is either their firm belief or a
normal jobs, but, in
resistance to it as
times of defence of
it would mean
the king, sprung
having to admit
into action as body
there is more to
guards and protecTaekwon-do pattors. Matsumura
terns than they
was a palace body
know or can curguard, his student
rently teach!
Itsou worked in the
palace also (as a
Either way, this
scribe and thus perdoesn’t change
haps had a similar
what I’m about to
role in times of
say, as Taekwontrouble) and Gichen
do is like an onion,
Funakoshi (the man
the more layers
responsible for inyou peel away, the
troducing Karate to
more in-depth and
mainland Japan)
interesting it bewas a student of
comes.
Itsou. The way I
read it seemed to
This article refers
imply that Funakoto applications that
shi was a body
can be found
guard in training,
within the Taekbut was not a full bodyguard and as such had not learnt the
won-do patterns and not Taekwon-do as a whole as there
are things that influenced Taekwon-do the art (as a whole) full body guarding system, and when the king died, his
and there are things that purely influenced the patterns. For training was not completed as it was no longer required in
its initial role. So its possible that Funakoshi had learnt
Taekwon-do the art, there are any number of influences,
this is clear from my own research of the Ch'ang hon sys- Itsou’s kata , but not the fine details, which were only filled
tem and though Taekwon-do is by and large influenced by in when a body guard was to take it up as an official duty/
job and then sworn to the same secrecy of the others. So
Shotokan, it also has influence in varying degrees and
Funakoshi didn’t learn the finer details of the patterns, just
guises from Judo, Hapkido, Taek Kwon and other arts.
the shell of punch, kick and block!
However, the patterns of Ch'ang Hon are, by and large,
Another point to consider is that following the Kings death,
influenced by Shotokan (with WTF patterns being influit is known that Master Itsou set about redesigning the Kaenced by Ch'ang Hon and thus by design, also Shotokan)
and not other arts. They have the Korean twist on them, but rate system for the Okinawan schools, giving it a less lethal
they are still following the same template of Shotokan and approach by utilizing blocks rather than grab/break techniques. Many karate-ka feel this is the main reason for losit is this area and this area alone that we are talking about
ing the lethal bunkai, due to its solid historical grounding.
here.
Funakoshi then took Karate to Japan in the same mode as
The black hole referred to in the title is also a black hole in Itsou’s "school system", thus in-depth/dangerous applications didn’t travel across from Itsou to Funakoshi, Itsou to
Karates history, which in turn has had a major effect on
Taekwon-do and this is in regards to Karate Kata, and kata the schools or Okinawa to Japan. The buck stopped with
28
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Itsou and started again with Funakoshi in a different guise. was noticed, so it too was introduced in a competitive format in order to give an incentive to students to keep practicing their kata alongside the kumite side. To do so meant
Not all Karate-ka are happy with this reasoning and offer
a level playing field was needed in order to judge them, so
plausible alternatives, which do not change the facts, just
the reasons. Some feel that Funakoshi did indeed learn the for patterns/kata this was simply the shell of patterns, the
aesthetic side of them, which is how they are mostly permore deadly applications but perhaps the oppressed
formed today. However, the biggest ideal
(Okinawans) didn’t want to teach the
borrowed from Judo shifted the balance
oppressors their system, so again, gave
considerably, from training as a means of
them the "school system" or that when it
defence to training as a means to character
came to Japan, the younger men wanted
development, the ‘Jutsu’ became the ‘Do’
to test themselves by fighting and Funaand that is another item carried forward
koshi deplored that and thus ensured the
onto Taekwon-Do, with General Choi emmost deadliest of applications remained
hidden from (in the words of one Karate
phasizing the ‘Do’ aspect even further still.
historian) these “hot blooded young
Jutsu (musul in Korean) means technique
males” as they wanted to test themselves
method or skill, Do on the other hand revia fighting and thus the sport side develfers to the ‘way’ or the journey through the
oped and the more martial side declined.
art and how it affects the student (for the
Funakoshi himself was also promoting
better).
the ‘Do’ side of martial arts, as a way of
bettering oneself first and foremost;
Whatever version of events in modern Kahence other side of the art was relegated
rate’s formative years you chose to go with,
lower down the league (so to speak).
they do not change how it affected Taekwon-do and why there’s a black hole
There is also evidence to support that it’s
within it!
Gichen Funakoshi (above) in the ready
only since 1901 that kata/patterns were
posture for Kasanku (Kanku) kate, with
used as a mass training system for large General Choi below in a similar position Karate may have travelled from Okinawa
for some of Taekwon-do black belt pat- to Japan and then to Korea and that is
groups. Originally, before Itsou introterns, such as Kwang-Gae tul!
duced them to the schools of Okinawa,
what Taekwon-do was based upon origikata were a more personal thing. One
nally, however, the finer details of kata,
instructor would teach one or two stufor one reason or another, were not transdents his kata, they would then amend
mitted across as only the basic building
and change the kata to suit their own
blocks of kata were. These were remodfighting style and so on. Uniformed group
eled by many Karate systems and of
practice is another area that has travelled
course Taekwon-do itself, however, they
across from country to country, when in
were still used/modeled with the same
fact, this wasn’t the original intention, but
outlook as Funakoshi had (or gave) and
again, as most were unaware of this it
thus the punch/kick/block variety of kata/
continued in this vein as the 'correct way'
patterns continued in various forms and
when in fact is may not have been meant
guises, all the while carry within them the
to be this way at all.
building blocks for a deeper understanding of the techniques they contain, with
Karate (and thus Taekwon-do) borrowed/
most not even realising it.
stole a lot of ideas from Judo. Judo was
already a popular martial art in Japan and
Anyone who was instrumental in forming
when Karate came across the instructors
kata from 1901 to 1998 (give or take)
noticed its popularity and over time, borused the Funakoshi Shotokan model (I’m
rowed heavily from it; a uniform for all
referring to Taekwon-do & Karate here),
students, making them equal was bortherefore, they were all based on the
rowed, known as the ‘gi’ or in Taekwonpunch/kick/block mentality, but all cardo’s case, the ‘Dobok’, the ranking system was borrowed, ried with them the building blocks to make them more than
making everything more defined and less personable, as a the sum of their parts - if they had veered away from this, it
level and criteria for each grade was now required and this wouldn’t have been possible in the same way, but they didbecame more formalised as time passed, long kata were
n’t and so here we are today, but know armed with the
split, time between ranks was lessoned and removed the
tools, knowledge and understanding to utilize them as they
old ideas of training one kata for many years, competition were originally designed to be used.
formats were borrowed from Judo (such as idea of ippon
(full point) and wazari (half point) scoring for kumite).
So when I discuss masters not knowing the deeper applicaKata as a competitive field came a little later as kumite fo- tions to patterns, I am not referring to a single master, but
cus became popular and a decline in the practice of kata
to all that fall into the time period above. Like it or not, as
29
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patterns were carried forward, whether consciously or not,
certain attributes were carried along with them... and its
these attributes that allow people like myself to either
unlock them, or make them more than they previously were
by peeling back the onion layers. It’s not a slight on the
masters that didn’t know or realise or their martial knowledge. For example, the Ch'ang Hon system of Taekwon-do
teaches many throwing techniques, there are sections in
Gen Choi’s manuals on them, but on the
surface, these are not in the patterns; not
as standard applications put forth by the
instructors that created them, though
when digging a little deeper they are
there, many Jiu-Jitsu guys easily recognise them! So the martial knowledge
was there, just not with regards to applying it in the patterns.

when they finally went "A-ha!... I wonder"

It reminds me of a TV advert I saw recently: Say I was a caveman and aliens
felt it would be good for us to have the
wheel and they dropped some stone circles with holes in
them and in one they put an axel, thinking it’s quite simple
to make the leap from stone circle to cart. However, having
never seen a wheel, or a cart, plus the wheel was lying flat
with a pole sticking out the centre I associated it with what
I know already. Great I thought, it must be a new washing
line (as that’s what I have seen already) - so I connected
the pole with vine and hung my loin cloths out to dry! The
point is, it would take almost a 'vision' for someone to realize in the 1950s to 1970s, that patterns evolved with more
than punch/kick/block until modern technology, openness
and sharing, walls and barriers came down and of course
history allowed the odd light bulb moment and insights. All
this has allowed instructors and students to gather evidence
to the contrary of what has been taught so far, to the point

“Itsou’s modifications resulted in huge
changes in the way the art was taught.
The emphasis was now placed firmly
upon the development of physical fitness through the group
practice of kata. The children would receive no instruction
in the combative applications associated with the katas and
deliberately misleading labels were adopted for the various
techniques. Today, it is Itsou’s terminology that is most
commonly used throughout the world and it is vital to understand why this terminology developed. When studying
the combative applications of the katas remember that
many of the names given to various movements have no
link with the movement’s fighting application. Terms such
as “Rising-block” or “Outer-block” stem from the watered down karate taught to Okinawan school children,
and not the highly potent fighting art taught to the adults.
When studying bunkai be sure that the label does not mislead you. Itsou’s changes also resulted in the teaching of

That’s my take on things, why I wrote my book and why I
argue against certain issues. I don’t want anyone to think I
am disrespecting Taekwon-do, General Choi or any martial
arts founders, because I hold the pioneers and masters in
great respect, I just see things differently, as 'our time' allows me to do so.

I see this journey as one of furthering
Taekwon-do and its development and
taking it into the future. Even if an instructor or student chooses to categorically ignore the evidence that there is
more to patterns than meets the eye, the
simple fact that there are alternative and
often better applications still make a
worthwhile addition to those that practice
Taekwondo patterns simply because they
It doesn’t mean individuals didn’t utiladd to the art... and anyone who would
ize them in a more pragmatic manner
dismiss that isn’t doing the art a disserprior to now, I’m sure certain karate
vice, but themselves and their students, as
instructors did, I know Taekwon-do
martial artists should grow and mature
drill instructors did, George Dillman
and even General Choi stated that he left
and others did, but the issue was that
the development of Taekwon-do in the
due to communication at the time, these
Gichen Funakoshi - notice the reaction
hands of the instructors! If we kept to the
were relatively small instances comhand!
doctrines of the past simply on the prempared to the wave of punch/kick/block
Below - Marek demonstrates a similar
ise that they are from a higher authority
kata/patterns going around. It’s only
application - taught at the Academy before and thus know better, we would still benow, with modern technology, that inI cam across the picture above!
lieve the earth was flat and that babies
sights, theories, research, evidence etc.
should sleep on their fronts to avoid cot
can be shared and discussed openly that
deaths (an old and new example of why
the relevance of it all becomes more of a
it is good to question!).
force to be reckoned with and of course
we need those that are willing to quesFinally, I’d like to leave you with a pastion and go against the doctrines of the
sage that might prove interesting. I noted
last 100 years. In essence, Karate and
it particularly as it mentions "rising
Taekwon-do have come full circle and I
block"... it’s part of a piece written by
(and others) feel it’s time to embrace
Iain Abernethy (renowned kata bunkai
that and throw away the shackles of the
exponent) from a piece titled "A Brief
past in order to gain a better future for
History of Kata"
the art we love!
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kata without its applications. The traditional practice had been to learn the kata and then when it was of a sufficient
standard (and the student had gained the master’s trust) the applications would then be taught. However, it now became
the norm to teach the kata for its own sake and the applications may never be taught (as is sadly still the case in the majority of karate schools today).”

Both ‘Kaunde An Palmok Makgi’, but which is a better combative application of the technique?

6 Things You Never Knew About

Bruce Lee
By Eddy Wu Chaney
(article sourced by Richard Baker, 4th Kup)

Steve Jobs and
Bill Gates, people who never
finished university and beWhile he did undoubtedbly had potential locked within him, came massive
successes later
did you know he faced massive obstacles to unleash that
giant within? In fact, did you know that at one time, he was on in life. Not to say that Bruce was an idiot! In fact, he
had been a philosophy major before he left the University
injured so badly he was told he would never be able to
practice martial arts again for the rest of his life? How did of Washington. And not to say you shouldn’t go to university either! But Bruce never let the lack of a degree stop
he overcome that?
him from achieving his heart’s desires.
What would you say if I told you that you might also have
that same potential locked within you? Then the only
2) He almost never practiced martial arts again.
question would be; how do you explode that talent’s
In 1970, with The Green Hornet series in which he cogrowth? If there’s anyone who’s been there, done that, and starred in cancelled and finances tight, Bruce failed to
can give us clues to the answer, it’s Bruce Lee.
warm up properly during one of his weight-training routines and severly injured his back. The doctors told him to
1) He never finished university.
rest in bed, and to forget kung fu: he would never kick
Growing up a teenage in Hong Kong, Bruce would get into again.
fights. After a particularly bloody one involving a trip to
the police station, Bruce’s family decided to send him back To someone whom once said that everything he learned, he
learned from martial art, this would be a devastating blow.
to America where he was born.
With financial worries bearing down on him, Bruce could
only lay flat on his bed for the next three months, and for
In 1964, at the end of his junior year, Bruce decided to
drop out of university to head the Seattle branch of his Jun another three months be confined indoors. But even then,
Fan Gung Fu Institute, and dedicate himself to expanding he refused to let this stop him. If he couldn’t work out his
body, he could work out his mind. In those six months he
his martial arts schools, joining the ranks of people like
Most of us who watch someone so amazingly skilled at
what he does would think that Bruce must have had all the
right talents and all the right opportunities to get where he
did.
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wrote furiously, penning down his own thoughts and meth- kids and rest his back.
ods of the martial arts which he so loved.
During that time, Warner Brothers contacted him with what
looked like a glimmer of hope; they wanted his help to deIn six months’ time, he had written eight, two-inch volvelop a TV series based on the martial arts. He was deeply
umes of notes. And in all that time, with evidence to the
involved and gave them numerous ideas…many of which
contrary, he refused to believe that he wouldn’t heal; he
were used in the ensuring TV series Kung Fu, starring not
was an avid believer that our thoughts create our reality.
After those six months he started working out again, mod- Bruce Lee, but David Carradine.
Later on, Warner Brothers admitted that despite his heavy
erately at first, and resumed teaching afterwards.
involvement, they had never even considered him for the
role.
And even though his back would remain a source of pain
throughout his entire life, you wouldn’t think it to see the
man blazing faster in his movies than any able-bodied per- Ironically, this was the final straw that pushed Bruce to
accept an offer by a Hong Kong film producer named Rayson.
mond Chow to make the movie that would propel him into
3) His greatest achievement came from a less than superstardom; The Big Boss.

perfect victory.

Bruce turned setback into success, when he met Raymond
for the very first time Bruce told him; ‘You just wait, I’m
going to be the biggest Chinese star in the world.’

Bruce Lee’s greatest contribution to the martial arts world
was his philosophy and martial system of Jeet Kune do.
But he didn’t make up this martial art from thin air.
In fact, the catalyst that gave birth to one of the most efficient martial arts in the world came from a less than efficient fight.

5) He practiced incessantly.
What do you think was the price of his eye-popping feats
and unbeatable athletism? Exercising two times a week and
a bottle of beer in front of the TV after?

In the 1960s, Bruce Lee was challenged for daring to reveal
the secrets of Chinese martial arts to non-Chinese. He won
the fight, but found himself unusually winded afterwards,
and was disturbed in thinking back that even though he
could have ended it in one, the fight had taken three minutes instead.

Bruce Lee trained religiously every single day, there are
training records that suggest he practiced kicks…upward to
a thousand times a day!

6) He was an avid reader.

He had a vast library of books and loved scouring the
Before that time, Bruce had been content with modifying
bookshops for more. He not only had a appetite for books
the traditional martial art of Wing Chun. But because of
on martial arts, but he also devoured books on the personal
that less-than-perfect experience, he pursued more sophisti- growth writers of his day, pioneers like Napoleon Hill,
cated training methods and rigourously dissected the mar- Norman Vincent Peale and Clement Stone.
tial arts for the very best that he could find, and in time his
own profound and deadly expression of the martial arts was He believed in personal development so much so he once
born.

4) He had his opportunities
stolen from him.
Did Bruce have it easy from the get
-go, especially with someone that
had such astounding skills you’d
think Hollywood would have been
banging down his door to sign him
on?
Hardly. After the cancellation of
The Green Hornet series, Bruce
couldn’t find much more television
work. In 1969, a movie project
called The Silent Flute, which he
had put in massive effort and
pinned high hopes on, fell through.
With his back still hurting, and financial disaster on the horizon, his
wife Linda had to work, while
Bruce stayed at home to watch the
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penned down this prophetic personal affirmation in 1969, 2
years before his first hit movie The Big Boss: I, Bruce Lee,
will be the highest paid Oriental superstar in the United
States. In return, I will give the most exciting performances
and render the best quality in the capacity of an actor.
Starting in 1970, I will achieve world fame and from then
onward till the end of 1989 I will have in my possession
$10,000,000. Then I will live the way I please and achieve
inner harmony and happiness.

So What Was The Key To Bruce Lee’s Amazing
Success?

(15th Century AD) Chinese was the standard written language. Interesting the Korean alphabet ‘Hangul’ was introduced by King Se-Jong and there is a 4th Dan pattern
named after him). Today the vast majority of writing is
done in ‘Hangul’. ‘Hanja’ (the Korean name for the Chinese Alphabet) is generally used only in academic works,
in a similar way to how Latin is used in this country.
Having said that the Sino-Korean numbers are still in common use, the reason for this is the Native Korean system of
counting only goes up to 99 so Sino-Korean is used for
higher numbers.

At the beginning of this article, I asked you the question:
what if you already had the same potential for greatness as Sino-Korean
Bruce Lee (in anything, not just martial arts) locked within 1 = il
2=i
you, how would you unlock it?
3 = sam
4 = sa
Who better to answer you than Bruce Lee himself?
Dedication, absolute dedication, is what keeps one ahead-a 5 = o
sort of indomitable obsessive dedication and the realization 6 = yuk
that there is no end or limit to this because life is simply an 7 = ch'il
8 = p'al
ever-growing process, an ever-renewing process.
9 = ku
10 = ship
Thank you, Bruce.
To end; let me share with you my all-time favorite Bruce
All Korean systems it seems,
Lee quote that says it all:
including TKD seem to always
Ever since I was a child I have had this instinctive urge for use sino-korean when naming
expansion and growth. To me, the function of and duty of a something such as Step-Sparring,
rank, patterns, exercises, etc.
quality human is the sincere and honest development of
For example, 'Doo Jirugi' means double punch but 'Ibo
one’s potential.
Jirugi' can mean double punch as well (and is sometimes
used by Korean arts). Doo is based on Native Korean,
I have come to discover through earnest personal experiwhere as Ibo is Chinese (Sino)-Korean!
ence and dedicated learning that ultimately the greatest
help is self-help-doing one’s best, dedicating one’s self
wholeheartedly to a given task, which happens to have no
Did you know there are 3200 fundamental techniques in
end but is an on-going process.
Ch’ang Hon Taekwon-do!
Did you know that the
first part of Chon-Ji
represents Heaven and
the second part of Chonji represents earth which
many would find strange
By Mr Anslow & friends
as the first part has the
block pointing downwards, and the second
If the number four is ‘Net’ how come ‘Saju Jirugi’
part as the block pointing
means ‘Four Directional Punching’?
upwards. However, it is based on Ying & Yang (Um & Yang
The 'Sa' is 4 in Sino-Korean (based on Chinese) and (I be- in Korean), the Korean flag which features the trigrams and
the number 3 which is of great significance in the orient. The
lieve 'Ju' means direction).
3 represents heaven, mankind and earth and the first part denotes ‘pointing down from heaven’ - towards man and the
Sino=It's the part of the Korean language that makes use of second part denotes ‘pointing up from earth’ - by man, toChinese vocabulary and it literally means Chinese-Korean wards heaven, hence why each part represents heaven (first)
(Sino is used for Chinese in the same sort of way that An- & earth (second).

Terminology
In-depth

glo is used to mean English ie “Anglo Sino relations”
would mean the relationship between England and China).

Did you know there are 970 moves within its 24 patterns!

Korea has two main languages – Hangul and Kanji. Korean
is heavily influence by Chinese and until relatively recently
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Martial Arts Simpson Style
By Yll Kelani, 9th kup (aged 11)

One day Bart is getting beat up at school. He thinks to himself how can he defend himself, he has an idea. He will join
a Martial Art club. He goes home and flicks through the
different Martial Arts on the computer. He sees something
that catches his eye, Taekwon-do.
He’s seen on T.V the danger of this Martial Art. He clicks
on the hyperlink and finds the location and number of the
place. The next day he goes to his new club. He enjoys the
whole thing already thinking of his strength if he were to
get up to black belt. He goes home and tells Marge the fun
of that club.
Lisa finds out about Bart’s mysterious passion for Martial
arts and also looks on the internet for one. She finds an interesting one Shuai Jiao. She was very interested by the
slogan, you will be able to move mountains.
Lisa got more jealous as Bart kept
going to Taekwon-do. When Bart
passed his grading with an O+ Lisa
decided to ring up the instructor,
apparently the instructor had no students she was the only one. Lisa was
glad at the chance to be taught by
herself but she was scared that if she
made a mistake it would be noticed
by the teacher and her Shuai Jiao
reputation would be ruined.

lesson and left with the instructors advice “The mind is a
very powerful thing, do not get it angry or stressed and you
will get more intelligent by the minute”.
By this time Bart was already on his fourth grading and he
had passed it. Lisa was passing her grading’s with ease.
Soon Bart realised how good Lisa was doing. He went to
her room and told her not to be to cocky. Lisa fumed at the
statement from Bart but she remembered the teachings
from her instructor so she calmed down. Bart was telling
Lisa how good he was and how bad she was doing. Lisa
got really angry and something happened. Bart was suddenly pushed into the wall but no one pushed him. Lisa
realised it was her, the power of her brain had proven to be
strong by pushing Bart into the wall.
While Lisa was deep in thought Bart grabbed her by the
legs and flinged her towards the window. She managed to
steady herself back on the ground after that awful collision
with the window but the window, luckily it did not break.
She felt a great power inside her. She looked at Bart, his
eyes red with rage. They felt each other lift in the air. They
felt the energy release from their bodies destroying everything in its path and these are the words of the witness.” I
thought it would be the fight of the century…”
The End, or is it just the beginning…

She went to the Shuai Jiao club the
next day and found it was very quiet.
The instructor ran through the introduction and how powerful the human mind is. He started the lesson
by meditating. Lisa found this
peaceful and nearly fell asleep. She
realised that it was the end of the
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Composition of Taekwon-do
(Taekwon-Do Goosung)
By General Choi, Hong Hi

Taekwon-Do is composed of
fundamental movements, patterns, dallyon (conditioning),
sparring and self-defence techniques that are so closely related
that it is impossible to segregate
one phase of instruction from
another. Fundamental movements are necessary for sparring
and patterns, while both patterns
and sparring are indispensable
for perfection of fundamental
movements.

one single blow is needed to stop
an opponent, so the student can
shift stance and block or attack
another opponent. Each pattern is
different from the other in order
to develop reaction against
changing circumstances.
Once the basic patterns are mastered, the student then begins to
physically apply the skill obtained from fundamental patterns
and movements to sparring
against actual moving opponents.

In the illustration of the Cycle of
Taekwon-do (which represents
this composition), one can see it
is difficult to distinguish the beginning of the cycle from the end. There is, in fact, like the
Deity, no beginning or end. A student will find that he will
have to return time and time again to the beginning fundamental movements to perfect his advanced sparring and
self-defence techniques.

Collaterally with sparring, the
student must begin to develop his
body and toughen his attacking
and blocking tools so he is able to deliver maximum damage in actual combat. Once a student has applied himself to
fundamental movements, patterns, sparring and dallyon,
then the time has arrived for the student to test his coordination, speed, balance, and concentration against spontaneous attacks: ie. self-defence. The student will constantly
Each fundamental movement, in most cases, represents an find himself returning, however, to his fundamentals even
attack or defence against a particular target area or definite when he has achieved the highest possible degree of selfaction of an imaginary oppodefence techniques. As in milinent or opponents. It is necestary training, Taekwon-Do prosary to learn as many fundagression follows a certain parmental movements as possible
allel
and fit them into complete proficiency so the student can
meet any situation in actual
Fundamental Movements
=
Individual soldiers' basic
combat with confidence. The
training
pattern actually places the student in a hypothetical situation
Dallyon
where he must avail himself to
= Maintenance of equipment
defence, counterattack, and
attack motions, against several
Patterns
= Platoon tactics
opponents.
Through constant practice of
these patterns, the attack and
defence become a conditioned
reflex movement. Power and
speed must be developed to
such a high degree that only

Sparring
= Field exercises in simulated
combat conditions
Self-defence
= Actual Combat
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Embarrassing Moments Quiz
By Mr Gautam, II

Highly confidential information has been found!!!
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Problem is that you need to match the embarrassing story to the right person.
Place the story number next to the silly person you think committed the embarrassing act. Some
people are sillier than others so they can have two or more stories each. Place your answers below (in the boxes)
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my own and didn’t really know anyone else there.
I asked him what he did and why he was there. He
replied that he was the boss of the whole firm that had organised the whole evening (I should have known this) and
gave me a look of disgust before walking away and never
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Allusions of Movie Stardom!
It seems having one movie star in the Academy isn’t enough and many students would like to follow in his
footsteps. Our resident snoop, Detective Ace Booker has once again unearth photos of students from movie
auditions and secret re-enactments!
However, Oliver isn't content with any of the
smaller rolls, auditioning
for parts in Hulk 3 as well
as the lead in any upcoming Superman movie!

Starting off with a Super Hero theme,
following on from Ironman, Batman
Dark Knight and Hulk 2, it seems
many students feel they would fit this
genre of film quite well. Here we see
Stephen auditioning for a part in Spiderman 4 & Mr Sultan feeling he’d
make a good Cyclops in X-Men 4.

I wonder if any of them will
get the parts!
However, super hero films
are just one genre of movie.
Pushing for a part in Gladiator 2,
we see Andrew happy to take either Russell Crows former role or
the Emperor!

Dennis (remember him)
fancies a part in Transformers the Movie 2,
whilst Phil reckons he’d
be good in a remake of
The Crow or perhaps the
Joker in the next Batman
film!

And its not just the students
who are at it, Jo (Liam & Ryans
mum) is going for the lead in
Wonder Woman the Movie!

And if Phil doesn't get the
above part, I think he’d take a
lesser roll in The Silver Surfer!

Pirates of the Caribbean spawned
a trilogy of movies that were a
world wide
hit and
some are hoping perhaps a part 4 is
on the cards! Already auditioning
for parts are Andrew (again) as well
as
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On the
other side
of manhood, we
see Omid
and Taz
getting
into roles
for the
forthcoming Gangs
of New

Northwood TKD’s
Gee, who we catch
having a break with
a fellow actor, as
well as in full make
up for the part of
Davy Jones!

With the Abba film being
such a big hit this year many
felt it a good idea to audition
for roles in either Mamma
Mia 2 or the remake of Saturday Night Fever. Such hopefuls include both Richard Baker
and Mr Sultan.

York2, whereas Phil
has gone for the rival
film Gangs of L.A.
and Andrew for
Gangs of Blue Water
Shopping Centre!

It seems Olivers hoping for a
role in A Clockwork Orange 2 or is that Rocky Horror Picture Show 2.. We couldn't decide!
Even Mr
Gautams
getting in on
the act,
though hes
hoping for a
more robotic
version it
seems
Broke Back Mountain was a big hit a while
back and
with Broke
Back Mountain 2
a strong possibility, Ace Booker
has obtained
audition photos
of Abdi, Andrew,
Oliver and (shock
horror) even Mr
Avis with his
lovely pink cowboy hat!

Speaking of Oli..
Hes also hoping
for the lead role in
The Life & Times
of Bob Marley!
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Continuing on, Aryun’s to star in A Bridge Too Far 2 or is
that A Dojang Too Far!! :-) Aryun isn't the only one auditioning for a role
in a war film,
Dennis is hoping
for a role in Battle Of The Bulge
2, by trying to
dispel any myths
and showing he

can have a
big gun if
he wants!

Horror films seem to be
coming to the fore again
as we see Kayleigh (Mr
Avis’s lovely misses)
auditioning for The Fly
3; apparently this time as
well as bug eyes, the
lead will have 2 heads
instead of 1!

Abdi on the other
hand has chosen a
British classic and is
hoping for a role in

Unfortunately no
one told Marek that
Forrest Gump 2 isn't on
the cards or indeed no one
seems to have informed Dennis that Rocky Balboa was indeed
Rocky 6 and no more will ever be
made! However, Saphaa may be
more in luck by hoping for Billy
Elliott 2 having readied here dancing shoes!
Surprise
auditions
came from
Tom, hoping to take
Tom
Cruises role
in the classic bar film
Cocktail!

Sharad on the other hand has
gone for Scream 5; the twist this
time is something to do with the
Whereas little Ryans hoping for a
toilet it seems! Perhaps Grunt
role in Scott of the Antarctic: the
and Groan would be a better
title!
childhood years and Laim
(Tarpey) going all sporty (in a
wrestling vien) in Macho Libre 2,
Kate however opted for the classic virus type film genre, hoping
for a reprisal of Dustin Hoffmans
role in Outbreak!

the big screen version of Only Fools
& Horses! And Gee
& Mr Gautam hope
to do the Indian version of the Trotters!
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The final few auditions that
Detective Ace Booker has
brought to our attention sees
Omid going for the live
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TWISTING KICK
Description: Begin as a front kick,
the directed outward from a crossleg chamber so the final destination
of the kick is a target to the side,
rather than one that is directly ahead.
Effectiveness: 2 Difficulty: 3

HOOK KICK
Description: it is executed
similar to a side kick, however
the kick is intentionally aimed
slightly off target in the direction of the kicking foot's toes.
At full extension the knee is
bent and the foot is snapped to
the side, impacting the target
with the heel.
Effectiveness: 3
Difficulty: 1

screen adaptation of Walt Disneys
The Lion King, with Mr Avis hoping to be the next James Bond
following Quantam of Solace.

Advanced Kicks
By Sushil Punj, 1st Kup

A kick is defined as any strike using the foot. Most of you
are familiar with the three basics kicks in Taekwon-do, a
side kick, turning kick and back kick. Below I have compiled a few additional kicks from other martial arts as well
as Taekwon-do. As you can see there is two sections in
each kick which state the effectiveness and difficulty of
executing the specific kick. These are measured on scale of
5, with 1 being relatively easy to perform or weak in power
and 5 being extremely hard or very effective.

SPLIT KICK
Description: Once in the air execute a side piercing kick
on one leg whilst performing a twisting kick on the other
leg simultaneously.

DOWNWARD KICK
Description: The starting
phase involves the foot
being moved in an arc
upwards and forwards,
like a crescent kick. The
arc motion is stopped, and the attacking foot is brought
down to strike the target from above, in imitation of an
axe. Effectiveness: 5 Difficulty: 1

Effectiveness 3.5

Difficulty: 5

FLYING KICK
Description: This involves a running start to gain momentum. Next jump up tucking both legs to the chest and
execute the specific flying kick (in this case side kick).

BUTTERFLY KICK
Description: Jump with one leg while kicking with the
other, then move the kicking leg down and the jump leg
up into a kick, landing with the first kicking leg, all while
spinning. Effectiveness: 2 Difficulty: 5

Effectiveness: 4.5
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Difficulty: 3
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dent, if any, would you acknowledge as being the most
helpful or inspirational to you in your martial arts
journey and why?
I have found 99% of students certainly very helpful!!
Vijay in my book is inspirational – as he is a good person
in every sense of the word and is incredibly selfless.
These aspects are constantly apparent when he trains.

9 Questions

200

: Miss Reynolds
What is your favourite area
of training?
Sparring - all forms, especially
Choke Sparring.

What’s the most important thing you have learnt so
far by doing martial arts?
The value of perseverance- and what can be achieved
when you do in fact persevere!
Who has been your most inspirational figure in your
martial arts journey so far?
Master (Miss) Tham Ying Au as she was performing
breaks which Men in UK at the time could not perform!!
Her technical ability is something I constantly aspire to.

What is your favourite martial arts book and why?
Difficult question! – In terms
of philosophy I would have to
say the Tao of Jeet Kune Do
by Bruce Lee. I am currently trying to wrap my head
around The Book of five rings by Myamoto Musashi.

You are 87 years old, sitting on a rocking chair reflecting back on your incredible martial arts journey,
where did your journey take you in the end?
I travelled around the world- training with like- minded
Martial artists. I continued to train for as long as the body
remained faithful as that made me smile. – I sampled
other martial arts to broaden my knowledge and opened
up a TKD club in Italy, where I could train, bask in the
Sun and be forever close to excellent coffee

Answers

Of all the seminar or courses you’ve attended, which
was your favourite and why?
I love the IAOMAS seminars because of the sheer spectacle of sampling of many different Martial arts in one day
and sharing in the enthusiasm despite some travelling
miles to get there ( furthest instructor travelled from Canada – Tim Posynick)
Apart from your instructor & black belts*, which stu-

Embarrassing Moments Quiz - P36
1 - Kate
2 - Mr Avis
3.- Miss Reynolds
4.- Marek
5.- Mr Anslow
6 - Mr Gautam
7 - Miss Reynolds
8 - Mr Anslow
9 - Marek
10 - Miss Reynolds
11 - Mr Anslow
12 - No one.. We just made that one up for a laugh

What has been the highlight of your martial arts career to date?
Grading to 1st Degree, Winning the Silver in Patterns in
the 2004 World Championships after drawing round after
round with Sonal (ex Rayners Lane student)- who beat
me J

So You Think You Know TKD Quizz - P42
4. Master Nam, Tae Hee
2. 20
3. Ul-Ji, Choong-Moo & Hwa-Rang
4. March, 1946
5. A lake
6. 3rd October each year
7. 1878
8. Do-San
9. Joong-Gun
10. Juche

If you could spend a week living and training with any
martial artist, alive or dead, who would it be and
why?
Shihan Tim White (IAOMAS)- to listen and learn. To be
able to visit America would also be pretty awesome J

Fact or Fiction Quizz - P13
1. Fiction - Yeohae was the pseudonym of
admiral Yi Sun-sin. Choong-Moo was a
posthumous name given to him after his
death.
2. Fiction - Joong-Gun was not the pseudonym, but the real name of the patriot
3. Fiction
4. Fiction
5. Fiction
6. Fiction
7. Fact
8. Fiction
9. Fiction
10. Fact - The pattern lists 30 movements.
But movements 9 and 24 both actually contain two movements.

Facebook in 50 years time
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Domestic Applications To The
Ch’ang Hon Patterns
By Miss Reynolds, I

App 3. Closed ready
stance A (Kwang Gae/
Po Eun)

Domestic applications to the Chang-hon ITF Patterns

Ever wondered if you could add yet another dimension to
your TKD training!?!? – Do you find that the library of
useful & practical self defence techniques is not enough
for you ?- well now there’s more with ‘ Domestic Applications’
Train your techniques and make them work for you for
every eventuality that you come across....whether life or
death or domestic ! Try these examples as a taste of what
can be achieved and experience the benefits of this truly
groundbreaking philosophy!!
App 1 .Double forearm pushing blocks
(Toi Gye)

Unruly pets
climbing
trees ?, utilise
this technique
to safely remove them
and get them
safely home
without biting
– It is acceptable to use a ladder if one is
needed

This is useful both in the garden or cleaning the house – excellent for raking leaves
or mopping the floor or in fact retrieving
things from the
oven!!

App 2. Twin Palm Upward Block
(Choong-Moo)
Today’s hectic lifestyle
demands immediate and
plentiful nutrition needs , Utilising this technique will allow the
safe transporting of piles of food,
without many trips in and out of
the Kitchen.

App 4. Back fist strike/ Low block combination (Toi Gye)
If your large family regularly compete for
food, and you happen to be the smallest
person in your family- this may well just
improve your health
and well being. Or this
can be adapted for the
supermarket !!!!....
Found the
last bottle
of Tesco value Vodka ? –
put your back to the isle –
grab item with your backlist whilst maintaining your
guard the low section outer
forearm block

App 5. Pressing Kick
(Po-Eun)
Had enough of spiders
daunting the bath times
of your family? - do
you wish to regain full
control of the bathroom
without tiptoeing
around the bath? Well
now you can with this
slightly thought-out technique. Em42
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pleted. These techniques can be adapted if you have a
round washing line.

body the Spirit of the Black Belt (Impervious to darkness
and fear) and squish that spider into oblivion!!!
App 6. Low block/middle
block combination (HwaRang)
No shredder around- destroy
confidential articles – with practice you can self-shred several
pages at a time!! – No machines
required- Just enjoy the sheer
exhilaration of self reliance!!!

X- fist low section pressing block ( Joong-Gun ) is absolutely sublime for kneading dough , practice left over
right ,then right over left to encourage air and lightness to
your dough !

Joong-Gun Tul contains misdirection and cool sleight-ofhand techniques. Let us look at the 1st few movements:
Tul Sequence from Moa Cumbi Sogi B.
1. L Foot steps 90 degrees left into R Niunja sogi, Kaunde
App 7. Circular Blocks (Won-Hyo)
Sonkaldung makgi.
Need to tidy up quick?? – utilise the cir- 2. L Najunde Ap Cha Busigi.
3. Move forward into L Dwit Bal sogi with a R Kaunde
cular blocks to scoop up the debris ,
Ollyo Sonbadak makgi
combine with app1 and your house/
garden will be clean and tidy in no
Original Interpretation:
time !! use the following front snap
kicks to ‘encourage’ things which can- Attacker has grabbed your L shoulder with their L hand.
not be gathered by the circular blocks back into their draws - You turn to face him and gently hook your upturned palm
on top of his forearm. You quickly kick him in his shins
with a L Front Snap kick. Immediately this is followed
by stepping closer whilst turning you L palm face down,
grabbing his forearm drawing it downwards, whilst
your R palm moves upwards underneath his elbow and
you dislocate his arm.
REAL interpretation:
================================
You have eaten a substandard meal and do not intend to
pay. The Waiter has approached you on your left.
You Turn and receive the bill with your upturned L
Hand. (thank him). You kick him in the shins with your L
Additional Applications for you to think about ..........
leg. (You immediately apologise, but have successfully
Coming in late from a late night and want to come in with- created a moment of misdirection). Whilst the waiter is
out being noticed ? use the release movement from Dorubbing his shins, step up towards him, quickly crumple the
san !!
bill in your L hand and keep it concealed, whilst switching
your R hand palm upwards. (Now claim that you never
Step forward place key in hole twist and duck . Wait for
received the bill).
them to return to living room , push open door .
Remember the notion that all punches can be the start of a
grabbing technique, any reaching which needs doing – especially off a washing line, you can use the three high section punches in Dan-gun to remove washing from the
washing line, repeat the sequence until the task is com-

The reason why this sequence is again repeated on the
Right is to cover for the times where they have a CarbonCopy of the bill.
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So You Think You Know
Taekwon-do?
By Mr Anslow
A nice easy quiz for you. Pick your answer from the multiple choice options - NO CHEATING!

1. Who impressed President Syngman
Rhee so much that it was the catalyst
for Taekwon-do?
A. Master Hee, Il Cho
B. General Choi, Hong Hi
C. Master Nam, Tae Hee
D. Master Gichen Funakoshi
2. In 1965, how many patterns had General Choi introduced to the world?
A. 4
B. 19
C. 20
D. 24

C. Won-Hyo
D. Yul-Guk
9. Who wrote "The Best Rivers And Mountains" in his
own blood?
A. Kwang-Gae
B. Yoo-Sin
C. Joong-Gun
D. Po-Eun
10. The last pattern created for the Ch'ang Hon tuls was...
A. Kodang
B. Chon-ji
C. Juche
D. Tong-Il

3. What were the first 3 patterns created?
A. Chon-ji, Dan-Gun & Do-San
B. Ul-Ji, Choong-Moo & Hwa-Rang
C. Ge-Baek, Po-Eun & Kwang-Gae
D. Sam-Il, Joong-Gun & Yong-Gae
4. When did General Choi start formulating the Ch'ang Hon System?
A. March, 1966
B. March, 1946
C. April, 1952
D. April, 1955
5. What is Chon-Ji named after?
A. A lake
B. Heaven & earth
C. The creation of the world
D. A famous korean patriot
6. When is "Dan-Gun" day celebrated?
A. 1st January each year
B. 5th September each year
C. 3rd October each year
D. 11th of April each year
7. In what year was Do-San born?
A. 1878
B. 1536
C. 1876
D. 1910
8. Master Kan (from the 70's series
'Kung-Fu') is a direct relation to who?
A. Do-San
B. Toi-Gye

Artwork By Xiong Chan,8th Kup
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